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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this dissertation is to dennnstrate how the l.Dndon 
Corresponding Society, a society of Englishmen w::>rkingmen, sought Parlia-
mentary reform that would grant universal suffrage to all Englishmen an:i 
end the corrupt, graft-ridden system of government maintained by the rich 
landholding gentry during the last decade of the 18th century. This · 
society .sought these goals at a time when political reform was equated 
with being sympathetic to the French Revolution and cause; the nortal 
enemy of Englan:i an:i her nonarchy. As a result the British Government 
bran:ied these refonoors as traitors, ready to aid Franch in seeking a 
" popular revolution in Englan:i, an:i the l.Dndon Corresponding Society suffer-
ed harassment, persecution, arrest, imprisorunent, exile, death, proscrip-
tion an:i suppression because of their unpopular views. Despite these 
haroships, the English working class through their political vehicle, 
the l.Dndon Corresponding Society, asserted for the first time their right 
to share the political power of their nation am. formed a major link be-
tween the early English reform m::>vements an:i the Reform Bill of 1832. 
The two factors, which proved to have the greatest ~luence upon 
the background of the l.Dndon Corresponding Society, were the Reform t-bve-
ment of the 1780's and the French Revolution. It is by means of these 
twin novements am. their eventual interaction that an ideal climate was 
established for the birth of radical reform a100ng the English VJJrking 
class. 
2 
The Refonn Movement of the 178D's consisted of many components, 
including the Yorkshire Association and the Associated Counties, both 
urx:J.er the mmi.nal leadership of the Rev. Christopher Wyvill; the Society 
for Constitutional Information, founded in 1780 and led by the veteran 
reformers, Major John Cartwright an:l. John lbrne Tooke; Refonn partisans 
-in Parliament, such as Charles James f'.ox and William Pitt, respectively; 
and several other smaller middle class societies. The characteristic 
comnon to all these groups was their desire for m::x:lerate refonn, legis-
lation that would correct the gross population disparities in Parliamen-
tary representation and eliminate the pocket borough system that enabled 
a few wealthy men to control a vast number of seats through patronage, 
bribery and influence, while still maintaining that England's well being 
depended on the param:>unt position of the landed gentry.1 
It was hoped by many reformers during the early 178D's that Charles 
J~s Fox and William Pitt, whose families were fierce rivals, w:>uld, 
nonetheless, join forces an:l. possibly sane day form their own coalition 
ministry. This was not to be, and in February 1782, Fox joined Loro 
North, his ideological opposite and the epitome of oligarchic power, in 
a coalition goverruoont. Despite their ideological differences, the Fox-
North coalition held an absolute majority in Parliament; Fox, in his _ 
anxiety to gain office, sacrificed or laid aside many of his liberal re-
form principles. This move split the national reform movement in two. 
While Fox' s supporters,, rnost of the Whig Party along with many of the 
1See E. C. Black, The Association, Cambridge, Mass. : Harvaro Univ. 
Press, 1963, for a good description of English refonn activities in the 
178D's. The Society for Constitutional Information cane to be considered 
radical refonners after the French Revolution. 
3 
London area refonners, saw the coalition as a way of furthering their 
cause, the Associated Counties and the Yorkshire Association generally 
agreed with their leader, the Reveren:i Wyvill, that Fox aoo his followers, 
having joined Lord North, the arch-enemy of refonn, were traitors to the 
reform cause. Fox's rrove caused Wyvill to ally his organization with 
William Pitt, and in May, 1783, Pitt cemented this new frierx:lship by in-
trOOucing the essence of the Yorkshire Association reform proposals as 
a m::>tion for Parliamentary refonn. Though the reform notion was soundly 
defeated, a new political alliance was being forged, readying itself for 
the elections of 1784. In preparation, Wyvill had purged Fox's supporters 
from his organization, while similar re-arrangements in Loooon were wreak-
ing havoc with the Society for Constitutional Inforrration. The Society's 
president, Sir Cecil Wray, ran against Fox in Westminster while many SCI 
members, such as Richard Brinsley Sheridan and the Earls of Surrey and 
Derby, were Fox's leading lieutenants in Parliarnent. 2 
Pitt w:m an overwhelming victory over Fox's "Martyrs," and the 
schism between the tw:> wings of the refonn movement never completely healed. 
'Though Pitt initiated many national econanic and corrrnexial reforms after 
assuming office, he, too, failed the reform m::>vement. Once in office Pitt 
chose to ignore political reform, because he derived JIUlch of his power from 
supporters who held office as a result of the corrupt pocket borough system. 
The reform movement was weakened by the schism, and the power of Wyvill 
arrl his Yorkshire Association, as well as that of the Society for Consti-
tutional Info:rnation, never recovered from the exclusion of many able 
members who were supporters of Fox. 
2Ibid., p. 114. 
4 
Interest in political reform also declined greatly as a result of 
the prosperity that existed from 1784 up to the outbreak of the French 
Revolution. 3 
The event that revived the sagging fortunes of the Parliamentary 
reform novement was undoubtedly the French Revolution. Englishnen from 
all classes hailed its coming. Charles James Fox saw the Revolution as 
the happiest event the world had ever known. Major John Cartwright, the 
founder of the Society for Constitutional Inforrra.tion, wrote on 18 August 
1789: 
Degenerate must be that heart vtiich expands not with sentiments 
at what is now transacting in the National Assembly of France. 
The French, Sir, are not only asserting their own rights, but 
they are also asserting and advancing the general liberties of 
mankind.4 
W:>rdsworth wrote later that "Bliss was it in th3.t dawn to be alive I But 
to be young was very Heaven," 5 and William Blake, the radical poet, penned 
The French Revolution, one of his greatest works, in honor of the event. 
In contrast, F.dmund Burke, the great Whig author and politician, 
declared as 9 August 1789 that he would reserve judgement until events re-
vealed their meaning nore clearly. 
Finally, in October 1790, Burke launched his attack on tre French 
Revolution and its English sympathizers in his Reflections ~ ~ Revolu-
tion in France, in which he pointed out the differe~es between the English 
3Ibid., p. 116. 
4Life and Correspondence of Major John Cartwright, CF. D. Cartwright, 
editor), l.Dndon. 1826. p. 182. 
Swilliam W:>rdsworth, The Prelude, Book XI, lines 108-109. 
5 
Revolution of 1688 arrl the curTent one in France. He charged that nany 
Englishmen mistakenly saw the !w:) events as being similar in confirming 
the liberties of their respective nations. In fact, Burke asserted, the 
English Revolution of 1688 only maintained liberties already established; 
it was not to be ccmpared to the ccmplete overthrow of a political systern. 6 
This book proved to be the conservatives' call to arms. Its publication 
marked the rapid · change of English public opinion. From this point, the 
schism in the Whig ranks can be traced. Most of the aristcx:::ratic, censer-
vative, and landholding Whigs who constituted the majority, abarxloned the 
leadership of Fox, arxi followed Burke into an alliance with William Pitt. 
Men such as William Windh:lln, the Duke of Portlarrl, and Henry Durrla.s, all 
important Whig leaders, entered Pitt's cabinent, leaving only a corporal's 
guard of younger, radical Whigs umer Fox to serve as His Majesty's Oppo-
sition. 7 
Edmund Burke's attack on the French Revolution prompted a flurry of 
replies from its British sympathizers, the roost fanous arrl controversial 
of which was The Rights of Man by Thanas Paine. Paine, the radical pamphle-
teer of the .American Revolution, denolished Burke's arguments about the 
English Revolution of 1688, chided Burke for his sympathy for the persecu-
ted French aristocracy and for his indifference to the long-suffering masses 
of comron people, arxi warmly praised the French experiment to base their 
new governrrent on reason arxi the natttr'al rights of man, rather than by 
6llimund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, Lorrlon. 1790. 
7Wa.lter Phelps Iall, British Radicalism 1791-1797, New York: 
Columbia Univ. Press. 1912. p. 46. ----
6 
absolute power exercised by a hereditary few. 8 
The literary struggle between constitutional rights as defined by 
Burke and the natural rights of man maintained by Paine created a large 
public reading audience and started a pamphlet war between their supporters. 
By early 1792, public opinion had begun to crystallize into two fairly 
distinct camps as a result of the Burke-Paire controversy. Those favoring 
Burke generally were the aristocracy, the lan:led gentry, the middle class, 
and the Established Church. They were .represented politically by the Tories 
and by the coalition Old Whigs, who made up the parliamentary majority 
opposed to political reform. The group espousing Paine's doctrines and 
sympathizing with the French Revolution became the Radical Reformers. They 
consisted chiefly of the unpropertied classes, Dissenters, educated artisans, 
l.alx>rers of the lower classes, and young intellectuals, along with some 
wealthy men with professional or ccmmercial backgrowrls. This group was 
represented in Parliament by the Young Whigs and Radicals unler the leader-
ship of Charles James Fox. Numerically and politically in the minority, 
this group claimed to speak for the vast majority of the unpropertied, \IX)rk-
ing class of England. Though nost of the lalx>ring classes were illiterate 
and ign:>rant of political affairs, it was hoped that, through political 
education and agitation, they could be irrluced to support radical refonn. 
Developing a new political awareness, stimulated by the events of 
the French Revolution, by the writings of Thanas Paine, arrl by Parliament's 
abardonnent of m:x:lerate refonn, many educated laborers and artisans began 
founding radical refonn societies in all the major cities of Great Britain. 
8See Thanas Paine, The Rigl1ts of Man, IJ:mdon. 1791. Part I for 
the imnediate counter-attack to Burke-.- Part II, published in 1792, cxm-
tains chiefly political theory relating to government by men's natural 
rights. 
7 
These societies, fourrled to politically educate the lower classes for 
radical reform, all had tre same general program: "An honest Parliament. 
An annual Parliament. A Parliament wherein each individual will have his 
representative." Of these, the rost active, the rost radical, an:i the 
best organized was undoubtedly the l..Drx:lon Correspoooing Society.9 
9H. N. Brailsford, Shelley, Godwin an:i their Circle, l..Drx:lon: 
Williams arrl lbrgate. 1913. p. 33. -
CW\Pl'ER II 
THE FORMATION OF THE WNDON C'ORRESPONDING SOCIETY 
In the autumn of 1791 a group of friends met in central l.JJndon to 
discuss the project of a new political society to represent "the unrepresen-
ted" and agitate for Parliamentary reform. Their meeting place was the 
Bell Tavern, in Deeter Street near the Strarrl, where the landlord was a 
sympathetic frierd. It \fas here, on the evening of 25 January 1792, that 
the wrx:lon Correspoooing Society was f oumed' when eight persons signed 
the articles of incorporation an:l received membership tickets. At the first 
meeting of the Society, Thanas Hardy was elected treasurer an:l secretary, 
an::i a subscription of one penny a week \fas established. A treasury of 
eightpence was created before the meeting ended. In the discussions at 
the initial neeting, i~ was determined that "gross ignorance an::i preju:iice 
in the bulk of the nation was the grieatest obstacle to obtaining redress" 
from the "defects an:i abuses which had. crept into the administration of 
our Governnent;" therefore, it should be the aim of this new society to 
dispell "that igrorance arrl prejudice as far as possible and to instill 
into !_the public/ in a legal ard constitutional "2Y by means of the press, 
a sense of their rights as freemen, ard of their duty to themselves an::i 
their posterity, as good citizens, an::i hereditary guardians of the liber-
ties transmitted to them by their forefathers. 1110 
lOSee Appendix A for an account of the fouming of the LCS by 
Thara.s Hardy, An Introductory Letter to ~ Frierrl (written in 1799 an::i 
read to the company present at the Crown an:l Anchor Tavern, 5 November 
1824 on the anniversary of Hardy's acquittal in the Treason Trials of 
1794). Cited in Robt. Birley, The English Jacobins fn::m 1789 to 1802, 
wrx:lon: Oxford Univ. Press. 1924. Apperrlix. 
9 
To facilitate a better urrlerstanding of the origins and composi-
tion of the l.Dndon Correspon::ling Society, an examiration of the background 
of its leadership is necessary. Alrong its early leaders, Thorras Hardy, 
a Scottish bootrnaker, is generally credited as being the Society's founder. 
Hardy was born on 3 March 1752 in the parish of Larbert, Stirling-
shire. In April 1774, Hardy left Scotlam to settle in l.Dndon, establishing 
a shoemaking business at No. 9 Piccadilly. 11 Hardy, was described by con-
temporaries as a tall, lean, muscular man who was quietly intellectual. 
His political thought was shaped by various factors. He was a Dissenter, 
belonging to a congregation near Covent Garden. A study of the pamphlets 
of Dr. Richar>d Price, a Unitarian minister and prominent reformer, during 
the American Revolutionary W3r convinced Hardy of the justice of the Ameri-
can cause and produced in him a pennanent interest in public affairs. His 
politicization was furthered by a gift to him of the pamphlet library of 
the Constitutional Society, a declining political reform club.12 
In the autumn of 1791, re-reading what the reformers of the eighties 
.had written, Hardy came upon the idea of a poor man 1 s reform club. The 
basis of this new club would be a weekly penny subscription, an idea adopted 
from the example of the multitude of small, flourishing journeymen's clubs 
-
in London which were half benefit and half trade societies. This new club 
v.ould introduce the reform novement into a new element of society, being 
open to any w::>rking man. As the testi.Joony of Goverrurent agents later shows, 
1969. 
11Frank Clune, The Scottish Martyrs, Sydney: Angus and Robertson. 
p. 48. 
12p. A. Brown, The French Revolution in English History, New York: 
Barnes arxl Noble. 1918. p. 56. 
10 
the Corresporrling Society was in fact, a poor man's society.13 
tm iooication of Thanas Hardy's political orientation can be infer-
red from statements he made during the early 1790's. In a letter to his 
cousin only a few days after the founding of the Corresporxling Society, 
Hardy expressed belief that "the French Revolution was one of the greatest 
events that had taken place in the history of the w::>rld. 1114 Regarding 
the aristocracy, Hardy wrote, "Perhaps there has never been coroial union 
betwixt the aristocracy an:l dem:>eracy of this country--their interests 
being so opposite. 1115 Hardy felt that this conflict of interest was at 
the root of England's econcmic problems; he wrote that: 
He knew the country to be productive, arxi its inhabitants to 
be industrious, a.rrl ingenious; therefore, the distress which 
he saw every where around him could rot arise fran the fault 
of the soil, or of those who occupied it, arxi the cause rust 
be sought for scrnewhere else.16 
Am:>ng Hardy's early associates was Maurice Margaret, a wine mer-
chant, born in 1745 of French descent, as his name suggests. His father 
was a wine and general merchant operating in Portugal arxi Fra.n::e although 
rx:minally resident in London, where he participated in refonn political 
activities in 177 0' s and 17 8 0 's. The younger Margaret, who received a 
classical education at the University of Geneva, was living in France when 
the Bastille was stonned on 14 July 1789. Margaret's background is obscure 
13Ibid.' p. 56 
14Letter to Mr. Newill, 15 February 1792. Cited in Birley, p. 14. 
15Ibid., p. 8. 
l&rbanas Hardy, The Mem::>irs of Thanas Hardy, London. 1832. p. 10. 
11 
fian the time of the fall of the Bastille until 2 April 1792, when he 
wrote the First Address to the Nation for the IDndon Correspon:ling Society.17 
Another early leader of the IDncbn Corresponding Society was Joseph 
Gerrald, a barrister, born 9 February 1763 at St. Christopher in the West 
Indies, where his father was a planter. Gerrald, woo studied wxler Dr. Sam-
uel Parr, a fam:>us Whig writer, at Sta.ruwre Schx>l frcm 1771 to 1775, was 
accl~d by Dr • . Parr as his most brilliant student, exceeding even Richard 
Brinsley Sheridan, the gifted playwright and orator, who was a leader of the 
Vhig Opposition in the lbuse of Connons. Al toough Gerrald was born weal thy 
he was by 1784 reduced to poverty;l8 after four years of law practice in 
Philadelphia, he came to England to prosecute a lawsuit in connection with 
his property, trying to regain part of his father's estate. From this time 
Gerrald ~ active in the agitation for parliamentary :reform. He joined 
the Corresporxiing Society in 1792 am became a leading advocate of a Nation-
al Convention.19 
This early group of leaders, though inp:>rtant in establishing the 
IDn:ion Corresponding Society, was shortly broken up due to treason charges, 
imprisorment, and death at the hands of the British Governnent. They were 
succeeded by a new group of leaders such as John Thelwall, a poet arxi pub-
lic lecturer born in 1764. Thelwill had tried his hand at tailoring, law 
and medicine before he found his true vocation as a journalist, poet am 
political orator. 
17clune, op. cit., p. 30. 
lBit seems that Joseph Gerrald went through a period of dissipation; 
wasting his fortune and injuring his health. · 
19c1une, op. cit., p. 40. 
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He was a close friend of Samuel Taylor Coleridge an:l William Words-
w:irth, altoough his poetry was never of the quality of theirs. 20 He was 
an acute social coornentator who foresaw the Industrial Revolution, observ-
ing that the accumulation of irrlustrial capital "was necessary for kreased 
production, for the introduction of machinery, for the furthering of inven-
tions, experiments. 11 21 Thelwa.11 also foresaw that labor unionism ~uld 
result from irrlustrializa.tion: 
Whatever presses men together, therefore, though it may generate 
sane vices, is favorable to the diffusion of knowledge, an:l ulti-
mately of hunan liberty. Hence every large ~rksoop an:l ma.nufac-
tory is a sort of political society which m Act of Parliament 
can silence an:l no magistrate disperse.22 
To have been aware of the caning Industrial Revolution an:l labor unionism 
in 1794, marks Thelwall out from his contanporaries an:l gives an inkling of 
intellectual qualities. 
Though Thelwa.11 began his public speaking career at meetings of the 
oon-political Coachmakers' Hill where he was a sturdy defender of Church 
an:l King George IIr,23 he later fell un::ler the influen:::e of John lbrne 
Tooke, a veteran refonn politician. In April 17 92, Thelwall joined the 
Friends of the People, a middle class refonn society, an:l by the sumner of 
1793, he had joined the Lorrlon Corresporrling Society. There he used his 
speaking talents to raise m:mey to pay the expenses of the I.CS delegates to 
. 
20Gwyn A. Williams, Artisans ~the Sans-Culottes: . Popular l-bve-
ments in France an:l Great Br-itain during the Fren:::h Revolution. New York: 
Newton:-1969. p.73. -
21Charles Cestre, John Thelwall, Lorrlon. 1906. p. 184. 
22Ibid., p. 185. 
23George Veitch, Genesis of Parliamentary Reform, l..Dndon: Constable 
an:l Co. 1913. p. 231. 
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the British National Convention to be held at E.dinburgh.24 
Probably the rrost prcminent of the later Lorrlon Correspon:ling Society 
leaders was Fran:is Place, a tailor, who was born into a desperately poor 
family arrl grew up in the slums of I..orrlon. His trade was afflicted by low 
wages arrl constant unemployment which drove him to lead an abortive breeches-
makers' strike in 1793. In time, Place became a journeyman tailor arrl 
started to educate himself politically by reading the ~rks of reformers 
such as William Godwin. Though many of the leading refonners that Place 
admired were arrested by the Government on 12 May 1794 on charges of High 
Treason (in reality, for radical political activity) an:::1 though the Govern-
ment's threats of violence frightened away many members of the Reform socie-
ties, Place considered it "meritorious an:::1 his duty" to join the Lon:ion 
Corresponding Society. Soon after joining, he was elected delegate to the 
General Committee an:::1 was on his way towards the leadership of that society 
in June 1794.25 
Also joining the I..orrlon Corresporrling Society at this time, was 
Frarx::is Place's best frierrl, John Ashley, a shoerraker who became a longtime 
Secretary of the Society. He was described as "a serious thinking man •.. 
of ~sing appearance ... six feet too inches high ••• dark complexion. He 
was a man of urrloubted courage on all trying occasions, was honest an:::1 
sincere. 11 26 Ashley and Place, along with Alexander Galloway and Anthony 
Beck, formed the nodera.te faction of the later Corresporrling Society leader-
24Brown, op. cit. , p. 59. 
25Francis Place, The Autobio~aphy of Francis Place, (Mary Thale, 
editor) New York: Cambridge Univ.ess. 1972. pp. 131-132. 
26Ibid., p. 143. 
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ship. 
Am::>ng the later LDrrlon Corresporrling Society leaders, who favored 
uore radical ideas W3.S John Birms, a pllUllber's laborer an::l the son of an 
irorm:>nger in Dublin, was given a good education considering his backgrowxl. 
He was a "well infonned man ••• inexperienced ••• desirous of iocrea.sing his 
stock of kn:>wledge but at times volatile as 100st Irishmen are. 1127 Binns' 
inexperience is explained by the fact that he was only twenty years old 
when he joined the I.CS. By the age of twenty-tv.o, he W3.S one of the Society's 
principal leaders and speakers. Associated with Binns, was John Baxter, 
the Shoreditch silversmith, who wrote an 860 page history of Englarrl in 
order to illustrate the right of anned resistance which he believed had 
Saxon precedent.28 
Another radical leader, John &:me, a bookseller of lbloorn, was 
desCI'ibed as being quite intelligent, honest , and sanewhat of a religious 
fanatic. 11A busy man ••• in his endeavors to nake converts. 11 29 This charac-
teristic did not endear him to the Society's nore irreligious leaders such 
as John Baxter, Joseph Burlcs and Thanas Williams. Bone served as Assistant 
Secretary in the last years of the l.Dpdon Corresporrling Society. 
The chief propagandist for the l.Drrlon Corresporrling Society W3.S 
Citizen Richard Lee, a radical writer and publisher, who ran the Tree of 
Liberty, a publishing house, from which poured out a stream of pamphlets 
arxi broadsheets of refonnist propagarxia. 30 Some oft~ publications issued 
271 -- • 
.&J..11..,:. cit. 
28wu1~~~~, · 13 
...... "" op. cit., p. • 
29pia . 198 ce, op. cit., p. • 
3 Owilliams , op. cit • , p. 7 3 • 
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by Lee, such as The Rigl1ts of Swine, The Happy Reign of George the La.st 
and the Address to the lbgdrivers of Europe were quite violent in tone. 31 
Lee's French enthusiasm, his specific references to the "equality of enjoy-
ments," and his sans-culotte fondness for the guillotine were not very wise 
considering the temper of the times and the likelihood of Gov~nt pro-
secution. 
Other noted members of the Corresponding Society were Tom Paine, 
a well known radical agitator and the author of Corrnon Sense and the Rights 
of Man:32 William Blake, radical poet of national distinction; Joseph Ritson, 
noted antiquarian and founder of rwdern vegetarianism; John fbrne Tooke, 
gentle.nan veteran refonn politician and president of the l.Dndon Constitu-
tional Society, also known as Society for Constitutional Infonnation;33 
Richard lbdgson, a hatter, writer and a leader of the radical faction of 
the I.CS; and l.Drd Daer, the son of the Scottish peer l.Drd Selkirk, who 
studied in Paris during the French Revolution and served as the 1.Drrlon 
Society's link with the Scottish reform societies, as well as being the 
Society's token aristocrat. 
Despite the middle class origins of some of the Corresponding Society 
leadership, the most important and influential leaders and the bulk of the 
membership were of the working class.34 One of the Government's rrost trust-
31The references to swine are from Edmund Burke's quote from the 
"Reflections on the Revolution in France" (1790) describing the COJIIIOn 
people as the 'swinish multitude.' 
32Tharras Paine was not an active member> despite his ~ence. 
33John lbrne Tooke was rrore active in the Constitutional Society 
due to his leadership role; many I.CS members belonged to roore than one 
reform society. 
34An estimate taken from a list of members and their occupations 
of one division lists 70% of its membership being of the working class. 
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w:>rthy spies, "Citizen" Groves, rioted in his report of 12 June 1794 that 
the number of men "of decent tradesman-like ap~e" was small, though 
they were generally quite valua.ble members, and the real body of the club 
was made of "the very lowest oroer of Society. 1135 Trese English Jacobins 
roore closely resembled the ~-people who made the French Revolution that 
has been recognized. They were similar to those sans-culottes of the Paris 
sections whose zealous egalitarianism formed the base of Robespierre's 
revolutionary dictatorship of 1793-1794. Like the sans-culottes, these 
English artisans took the doctrines of Tharas Paine to their extreJie, pro-
fessing a belief in absolute political democracy; opposing the tyranny and 
abuses of the nonarchy arrl aristocracy, the state arrl taxation.36 
One of the first acts of the L:mdon Corresponding Society was to 
fonn a framew:>rk for its organization that ideally combined oroer arrl 
efficiency with freed.an, while avoiding secret cabals and mass meetings 
for the conduct of business. It wa.s decided to organize the members into 
divisions of thirty each, new groups to be established as the old ones 
reached sixty. 37 Each division elected a delegate and sub-delegate to the 
General Ccmnittee. Fach delegate served as his division's local chairman 
and treasurer, keeping the accounts and paying the nonthly revenue into a 
central fwxl controlled by the body of delegates :icr¥)wn as the General 
3Sa· i · g ir ey, op. cit., p. • 
36E. P. Th:mpson, The Making of the English \tbrking Class, New York: 
Pantheon Books. 1964. pp. 156-157. 
37Brown, op. cit., pp. 56-57. Place (p. 31) disagrees with these 
figures stating "A division was to consist of about thirty members; when 
the number reached thirty-six, sixteen of the ioombers were to b:ral'cil off 
and form a new division." 
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Committee. In this committee, the sub-delegate had a seat but could neither 
speak oor vote while the delegate was present. The delegates held weekly 
meetings on a Thursday to transact business and answer correspoJXlence. 
The divisions were the final source of authority; they could recall their 
delegates at will and must be consluted on all questions of principle. 
F.a.ch division also had a secretary an:i as many tithing men as were tens 
in the division. All of these officers were elected quarterly. F.a.ch 
division was allowed to retain one shilling a week from the subscription 
received for current expenses. Every member was allowed a copy of whatever 
might be printed by the order of the General Comnittee. 38 
The General Comnittee was divided into various sulxxmmittees formed 
to maet temporary and permanent needs. Of these, the most important an:i 
permanent was the Executive Committee formed of five members, (Chairman, 
Secretary, Assistant Secretary, Treasurer, Assistant Treasl.II'er) who func-
tioned as the Corresponding Society's leadership, tOOugh in reality final 
authority rested with the will of the local divisions.39 
Membership was open to anyone proposed by tw:> members, who affirmed 
a belief in the right of every adult Coot incapacitated) to vote for a 
manber of Parliament, arrl who ~uld pronote the refonn of Parliament by 
"all justifiable maans." The income of the Society was to be spent on 
correspondence with other societies, arrl on the publication of literature 
to carry out the founders' plan of rousing the nation an:i linking up with 
38piace, op. cit., p. 131. 
39Pla.ce, op. cit., p. 139. 
refonn groups all over the realm. 40 
Francis Place described a weekly local division maeting: 
We had Sunday evening parties at the residences of those who 
could accom:x:late a mnnber of persons. At these meetings, we 
had readings, conversations and discussions •••• The usual m:xie 
of proceeding at these weekly meetings was this. The Chairman 
(each man was chairmm in rotation) read from some book a 
chapter or part of a chapter, which as many as could read the 
chapter at their hones the book passing from one to the other 
••• and at the next meeting a portion of a chapter was again 
read and the persons present were invited to make remarks 
ther'a:m as many as chose did so, but wi trout rising. Then 
another portion was I"ead and a second invitation was given--
then the :remainder was read and a thiro invitation was given 
when they who had not before spoken were expected to say sane-
thing. Then there was a general discussion. No one was per-
mitted to speak more than once during the reading. The same 
rule was observed in the general discussion, no one could 
speak a second time until every one who chose had spoken once, 
then any one mi2ht speak again, and so on till the subject 
was exhausted.4I 
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Place emphasized the meetings were marked by rigidity of decorum: 
"Fating--drinking & sooaking" /sir:!we!"e forbidden either in a division or 
· in ccmnittee. No man in liquor was pennitted to remain in any division or 
cannittee and habitual c:in..inkeness was sufficient cause for expulsion. 42 
After a franev.ork of organization was established, the first Consti-
tution of the London Corresponding Society was drawn up by 'I'tomas Hardy 
with the aid of Felix Vaughan, a barrister, on 2 April 1792. The preamble 
contained the basic beliefs and aims of the Corresponding Society as well 
40aruwn, op. cit., p. 57. 
4lrbid., p. 131. Place differs from rrost sources in this instance 
declaring the post of chairmanship rotated from meeting to meeting, naking 
the delegate and chairman tw:> different people. Possibly the difference 
c::an be explained in that a pennanent chairnan of a division was elected 
along with having a weekly rotating meeting chairman. 
42Ibid., pp. 132-133. 
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as ringing denunciations of specific laws and abuses. Sane of the basic 
beliefs were: the equality of all men, ro majority is to deny a mirority 
their civil rights (defined as equality before the law, the freedom of 
thought, religious w:>rship, and property), all rragistrates were held to be 
personally responsible for their decisions and the lbuse of COJI100ns was 
named the chief reason why the British people were denied their rights by 
substituting a system of extortion and rroropoly in their place.43 
Specific laws and abuses were derounced in the preamble, azoong them: 
the Corn Act, by which a subsidy was paid to the landowners that doubled 
the price of bread for the :p:x:>r; the Game Laws, by which fanners were 
subjected to allow game to feed on their crops, disarmed and subject to 
cruel laws from which there was no appeal; Excise Laws and Stamp D.lties 
which were enforced by spies and informers; the Mutiny Act, by which the 
military were subjected to corporal punishnent an:1 deprivation of civil 
rights; and the Impress Service, by which a legal shanghaiing of ordinary 
citizens to serve in the Royal Navy was allowed, that w:>uld have been un-
necessary if the seamen's pay were increased instead of distributing a 
large sum to the officers of corporations responsible for impressment.44 
The rrain body of the Constitution was divided into nine sections 
dealing with the framework and organization of the London Corresponding 
Society. This covered such areas as the form of admission and the duty of 
a member, the organization and power of a division, the Ccmnittee of 
43rr. S. and T. J. Howell, A Complete Collection of State Trials, 
London: I..ongnans. 1818. Vol. xXIV. pp. 575-576. 
44Ibid., pp. 576-577. 
Delegates (the General Corranittee), the Select Gonrnittee and Council 
(Executive Committee), and the rules for accusation and trial. 45 
In March 1793, the preamble of the Constitution was \.K>rked over 
20 
and changed into the Declaration of Principles of the l.Dooon Corresponding 
Society. This document gives the basic beliefs and aims of the Society 
and served as its credo until the end. 46 
45rhe major portion of the original copy of the Corresponding 
Society Constitution may be fourrl in J-b~ll's State Trials, Vol. XXIV. 
pp. 575-583. 
46See Appendix B for the contents of the Declaration of the 
Prirx:iples of the l.Dndon Correspoooing Society. 
CHAPrER III 
TilE LONOON CORRESPONDINS SOCIEI'Y IN ACTION 
By the end of January 1792, the first month of the Lorrlon Correspond-
ing Society's existence, it had about two hun:ired members.47 Despite 
discrepancies between estimates of its early membership, it w:i.s clear that 
the society inmediately experienced a period of rapid growth. There were 
ten divisions by June 1792, enabling Hardy to boast in a letter to the 
Sheffield Societies that 'we rope to rival you ere long. r48 A good example 
of the Society's growth was Division 10, which rret at the Scotch Arms 
Tavern in the Strand. Having been formed in June with sixteen irembers, by 
August it had inched up to twenty-eight and by October had reached sixty-
~ members, an unlawful number according to LCS :rules. In addition to the 
members, over one hundred listeners often packed into the crowded, passion-
ate maetings of Division 10. I-an:ly's own Division 2 met at the Unicorn 
Tavern in Covent Garden and th::>ugh only sixty-tW'.) members were listed, over 
two hun:ired attended the meetings.49 Division 3 was still m:::>re craYded. 
In November, Hardy estimated that 300-400 new member's signed on every week; 
the society could not take the names d~ quickly enough. 'This statement 
is corrobated by the report of William Metcalfe, a gove:mrrent spy, stating 
47This figure is taken fran the Privy Council's examination of Thomas 
furdy, 12 May 1794. Another fi~ given by Hardy in his merroirs w:i.s 70 in 
April 1792. This derronstrates the difficulty of determining early membership 
numbers of the LCS when the fow'ld.er Thomas I-an:ly gives conflicting views. 
See Veitch, p. 216 and Williams, p. 68. 
48Williarns, op. cit., p. 69 
4 gibid. ' p. 6 9 . 
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that on 24 November 1792 there were twenty-six societies (divisions) 
packed to the doors and that 350 had joined the Corresponding Society in 
the preceding week. It is perfectly clear that the divisional system (of 
30 members per division) broke down completely UOO.er the pressure of the 
society's rapid growth.so 
To trace the branches or divisions in great detail is difficult if 
not impossible. The divisions constantly changed their place of meeting or 
often temporarily disbanded and revived. Hardy explained this sketchiness 
in part by stating that "saootimes the landlords of the lbuses where they 
/the divisions7 have met have been threatened to have their licenses taken 
away if the Meeting is continued there. 1151 Despite such threats, the 
lDndon Corresponding Society probably reached an early high water mark in 
membership in May 1794. Its largest division recorded over 600 members, 
am there were approximately 6000 members belonging to the Society. 52 
When it undertook its first task, that of setting up a defense furxl 
for Thanas Paine, the London Corresponding Society was quite snall airl in-
significant. Besides trying to raise noney for Paine from its own divisions, 
the I.CS tried to interest other reform societies in its project, as eviden-
ced fran a letter to the Society for Constitutional Information on 14 March 
1792. The letter stated that it was the LCS': 
SOibid., p. 69. 
5lveitch, op. cit., p. 217. 
52veitch and other modern observers calculate 6000 fran inf onnation 
available regarding the actual membership and number of divisions. Hardy 
estimated there were 20,000 members in November 1792. This is probably an 
exaggeration or wishful thinking though John Binns estinated there were 
18-20,000 LCS members at its peak. See John Binns, Recollections of J. Binns, 
Philadelphia. 1854. pp. 45-46. 
duty to acquaint the Constitutional Society •.• of the sub-
scription begun am:>ngst several of their divisions for the 
defense of the prosecution said to be corrrnenced against ••• 
Mr. Thtmas Paine, in consequence of his valuable publication 
intitled 'The Rights of Man. ,53 
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Following this successful project, the Lorrlon Corresporrling Society 
in April 1792 decided to go public on the issue of Parliamentary reform and 
publish an address to the nation. It adopted the draft written by Maurice 
Margaret, which because of its JIOOerate ~one was rather safe from criticism 
arrl errled by disavowing violence. The Corresporrling Society was very ner-
vous about this first venture and Margaret even ref used to sign his name to 
the draft, so Hardy did instead. Hardy forwarded the address to I-brne 
Tooke, the head of t~ Society for Constitutioral Information for criticism 
an:l correction. Tooke, in turn, sent it to the editor of the Argus, a 
sympathetic reform newspaper, for publication by its press.54 
The .Address and Resolutions of the Lorrlon CorresporrliJ1s Society was 
published 24 May 1792. The parrq>hlet proclaimed that every Wividual had 
the right to share in the government of his country; that participation can 
be denied only by iooapacitation or offense against the laws; and that it 
W3.s the citizen's right and duty to prevent the government from lapsing 
into oppression or substituting private interest for public advantage. The 
Address also pointed out that the British people were rot effectively repre-
sented in Parliament and that iradequate representation was resp;msible for 
53Maooah Sibly, The Trials of Thanas ~y, John I-brne Tooke, and 
John Thelwall, Dublin. V9S. Apperrlix D, p. 1. 
54P. A. Brown, op. cit., pp. 57-58. 
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the present wrongs perpetuated by the gov~nt. The only remedy to 
these evils was fair and equal representation in Parliament. The Society 
called for the abolition of all special privileges. Stressing an abhor-
rence of viol~e, the Address pledged to work by persuasion for reform 
against the abuse of power.SS 
This LCS Address, and the publica~ion of the second part of Thomas 
Paine's Rights of Man in Febri.iary 1792, followed by a cheap edition of 
both parts, stinulated the rapidly developing lower class interest in con-
sti tutional questions, causing hurrlreds to join the ranks of the Correspooo-
ing Society.56 
During the first half of 1792 the Correspoooing Society was nursed 
along primarily by lbrne Tooke, who corrected drafts of its publications, 
corresporxled with Hardy, . and supplied him with names and addresses of other 
sympathetic societies.57 After the first Address to the Nation was published 
-- . 
and read nationwide, other societies sought out the LCS for advice and 
heaped praise on its current literary success. Before the erx1 of the year, 
the I.orrlon Corresponding Society was in touch with groups in Sheffield, 
Manchester, W&'wick, Stockport, lliinburgh, and with other groups springing 
up indepen:iently in the London area. Though the London Corresponding 
Society pressed hard in its national campaign for Parliamentary reform, it 
did so in a spirit of temperance and noderation. It UI'ged fellow reformers 
to unite "in guarding against all Attenpts aiming at the Suberversion of 
55lbwell, op. cit., Vol. iO<IV, pp. 377-378. The first Address and 
Resolutions of the London Corresporrling Society may be found in its entirety 
here. 
56Black, op. cit., p. 226. 
57arown, op. cit~, pp. 58-59. 
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wholesome and regular Government and repress to the utm:>st of their Power 
all Proceedings tending to produce Riots and Tunults. 11 58 
On 6 August 1792, the Correspoooing Society published its secorrl 
major address to the nation. It contained m::>re specific Reformist maxims; 
calling for: 
An honest, annual Parliament wherein each Wividual will have 
his representative! Only then will liberties be restored, the 
press free, the laws simplified, the judges unbiased, juries 
irxiependent ••• the public better served. Such an mnest Parlia-
ment assembled /~uld cause7 corrupt influerx:e to die away and 
with it all ted'Ious obstinate ~~sterial opposition to measures 
calculated for the public good. 
The secooo address ma.de a greater appeal to the v.orking class than the 
first, yet it was studiously m:xlera.te, so mcxlera.te as to anger same reform 
groups, such as the Stockport Society, for not going far enough in pressing 
for necessary political reforms.so 
In the fall of 1792, the English refonn m::>vement became associated 
with the French Revolutionary rovement, when Dr. Joseph Priestly and Thanas 
Paine were elected to French National Convention after having previously 
received French citizenship. Priestly considered the citizenship and his 
election as deputy "the t\tAJ greatest moours France could bestow on a for-
eigner," fu did not feel French citizenship incompatible with his loyalty 
as an Englishman, for he hoped that France and England would be "forever 
58State Trials, op. cit., Vol. XiN, pp. 155-157. 
59See State Trials, Vol XXIV, pp. 382-387 for the entire text of the 
secooo Address to the Nation. 
60Letter from the Stockport Society, 27 September 1792. Ibid., p. 388. 
This letter felt that the I.CS address "sentiments han:lly rise to that 
height /expected! from men sensible of their full claims to absolute and 
WlCOntrollable liberty; unaccountable to any power which they have mt 
imnediately constituted and appointed." 
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united in the borrls of fraternity. 1161 Thanas Paine also assumed his new 
role with zest. In his letter to the Convention, he declared, "I cane 
oot to enjoy repose ••• Convinced that the cause of the French is the cause 
of all mankirrl and that liberty canoot be purchased by a wish, I gladly 
share with you the dangers and honours necessary to success. 1162 Paine's 
letter was printed and distributed gratis by the LDrrlon Corresporrling 
Society. 
For sane time, the LCS considered the advisability of serrling an 
address of frierrlship and encourageoont to the Frercl1 Convention, finally 
acting on 25 September 1792. The Society's first address to the French 
denounced the brutality of the German invaders in France, proclaimed soli-
darity with the French cause, and advocated a "triple alliance of i\merica, 
France and Br-itain to give freedan to llirope and peace to the woole w::>rld. 1163 
The address to the French was subscribed to by various other reform groups, 
such as the Society for Constitutional Information, the Manchester Consti-
tutional Society, the N::>rwich Revolution Society, the l.Drrlon Constitutional 
Whigs, and the Frierrls of the People. 64 This address, though written by 
the London Corresporrling Society, expressed the feelings of radical reform 
througoout the nation and helped to unify their carm::m efforts. The nega-
tive effects of the address appeared three weeks after it was published, 
when the French issued a decree offering assistan:e to the peoples of 
s1v · . eitch, op. cit., p. 219. 
62State Trials, op. cit., Vol XXIV, pp. 495-497. 
63See State Trials for the entire text of the Address to the French 
National Convention, Vol. XXIV, pp. 522-523. 
· 
64Annual Register 1792, l.Drrlon: Rivington. Apperrlix to Chronicles, 
p. 70. ~ 
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other nations against their despotic rulers. The French decree caused 
panic in Ihgland, an::i in consequeme, the l.Dooon Correspoooing Society, 
in particular dnd radical refonn in general, gained ill-repute for their 
address.65 Charges were made that the l.Dndon Correspoooing Society approved 
of the excesses of the Convention or anticipated future collusion with the 
French regarding their promise of liberating nations from despotism. 
For quite sane time, the association of the English Parliamentary 
refonn novement with the Revolution in Fr~e had produced a steadily ris-
ing tide of opposition to reform. As early as 28 April 1792, the Rev. 
Christopher Wyvill, a leader of the Yorkshire Refonn JIDvement of the early 
'SO's, wrote: "If Mr. Paine should be able to rouse up the lower classes, 
their interference will probably be marked by wild ~rk, arrl all we row 
possess, whether in private property or public liberty, will be at the mercy 
of a lawless and furious ra.bble. 1166 Three weeks later (21May1792) the 
Crown issued a Proclamation, warning the people against seditious meetings 
and political libels. Reaction reached a fever pitch when it became possi-
ble for the enemies of reform to portray their opponents as seeking Fremh 
aid to overthrow the no~hy in England and establish a republic.67 
Conservative reaction manifested itself in a three-pronged attack 
on radical refonn: by the Association of John Reeves; by Government activi-
ties, especially those of the lbne Office; an::l by the Anti-Refonn literary 
campaign. 
65veitch, op. cit., p. 221. 
66H. E. Collins, "The l.Dooon Correspoooing Society" chapter from 
the Denocracy and the Labour ?-bvement, (J. Saville, editor) l.Dndon: Law-
rence an::l Wishart.1954. p. ll4. 
6 7 Ibid. ' p. 114 • 
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· The Association for preserving Liberty arrl Property against Repub-
licans and Levellers was founded at the Crown and Ancmr Tavern on 20 
November 1792. The resolutions adopted at this first meeting gave the 
reason for the Association's existence: 
Alarmed by the mischievous endeavors, that are row used by 
wicked men, to lead the uninformed, and to spirit up the dis-
contented. by furnishing them with plausible topics, terning 
to the subversion of the state and incanpatible with all 
goverrment whatsoever •••• We ••• fonn ourselves into an associa-
tion for the purpose of discouraging in every way that lies in 
our power, the progress of such nefarious designs as are 
~itated. by the wicked and senseless reformers of the present 
tl.lile.68 . 
The Association seemed to serve the purpose of the Government. It 
came into existence rather mysteriously at an opportune time, when alarm 
at the radical reform rrovement was growing. It was fourrled. by John Reeves, 
a gentlanen who had only arrived in England a few weeks before, after 
serving a term as Chief Justice of Newfoundland. Reeves came from a middle 
class background, being educated at Eton arrl Cambridge. He had entered 
GoveI'I'lnent service in 1780 as a conrnissioner of bankruptcy and advanced to 
positions with the Mint and the Board of Trade. He was author of a legal 
history of England, which remained standard for alm:>st ~ generations. In 
1791, he was appointed. Chief Justice of .Newfoundland and the next year be-
canva Receiver of the Public Offices, a position which was charged with 
collecting all fees and fines, and which paid all salaries and expenses of 
68w~lliam.T. LaPrade, ~land and the French Revolution, Baltimore: 
Johns lbpkins Uruv. Press. 1 09. p.""16. 
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the magistrates in the London metropolis. 6 9 John Reeves' decision to 
found the Association seems to have been coordinated in advance with the 
Government. The ministry had been contemplating a campaign of repression 
against the radical refonners arrl was more than delighted to ~rk together 
with an extra-parliamantary movement. The court case against Thanas Paine's 
Rights of Man as a seditious libel was the signal for a joint attack by 
the Association arrl the Government. Reeves was to marshal public sentiment 
an::i direct it toward reaction. His success was striking. Few gentleiren 
atten:led the meeting at the CrQwn arrl Ancror Tavern on 20 November 1792, 
yet within ~ weeks a great wave of reaction swept the realm resulting 
in the establishnent of a multitude of local Associations.70 
The newly established local Associations were to be supported by 
parish organizations an:i were kept urrler strict control and managed by 
small ccmni.ttees, "for it should be :remembered that these are mt open 
Societies for talk an::i debate but for private consultation and real business. 1171 
These small comnittees consisted exclusively of men representing vested 
interests--aristocra.cy, land, rotten boroughs, an::i the Established Church. 
The local club's role was to move against seditious meetings arrl publications, 
69R. R. Nelson, The lbne Office, 1782-1801, Durham, N. C.: Duke Univ. 
Press. 1969. p. 115. Black, op. cit., pp. ~236. The Receiver an::i/or 
the magistrates also consulted the lbne Office about extraordinary purchases 
and the appointment arrl reJJDval of clerks and officers responsible for law 
enforcement. His intimate frieooship with Evan Nepean, the Un:iersecretary 
of the I-bme Office assured Reeves' success in his venture into extra-parlia-
mentary activity. 
70r.rhanas Hardy asserted there had been no meeting at all an:i that 
John Moore, the secretary of tre Association, (tre signature to the proceed-
ings of the first meeting) was a fictitious name for John Reeves. This 
allegation seems to ring true for it was a.lnost a week after the first 
meeting before most of the ccmnitteemen were chosen. See Black, p. 237. 
7~ responsibilities of the local Association are founl in the 
Association's Papers, Proceedings I, pp. 7-8. Cited in Black, p. 239. 
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to bring offeooers to justice, to stan::i in readiness to aid the executive 
power and magistrates in the suppression of any riot or tunn.tlts, arx1 to 
circulate cheap books an::i papers, which VK>uld be provided by Reeves' 
headquarters.72 
A good dem:>nstration of how Government policy an::i the Association 
were ·coordinated to the same errl came when Joseph White, the Treasury Solici-
tor, dispatched a letter to all regional governnent solicitors on 24 Novem-
ber 17 9 2 , only four days after the founding of the Association, instructing 
them to initiate prosecution against all printers, publishers arrl distri-
butors of libels. Aoother example of cooperation between tre Association 
and the goverrment agencies was the order of the General Post Off ice in Lon-
don that every postmaster should support Reeves' organization, by reporting 
the circulation of libelous and seditious matter an::i aiding in the distri-
bution of loyal tracts. Further, the Victualing Office was delighted to 
distribute loyalist tracts anong the seaman an::i dockworkers, in coordination 
with the local Associations, in order to stamp out political radicalism and 
w:>rking class wage danarrls.73 
Though the scope of the Association's anti-reform effort was national, 
John Reeves' favorite target was the London Corresponding Society. As 
infonnation on the activities of LCS members, its printers, writers and bill 
stickers poured into his files, he was galled by the preswnption of the 
London artisanry. Reeves saw to it, in his dual capacity of Receiver of tre 
Public Offices and chainnan of the Association, that his magistrates hounded 
division meetings frcrn public house to public house. He regularly briefed 
72Ibid., p. 239. 
73Ibid., pp. 239-240 
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the magistrates "on the points of libel and sedition row so much at w::>rk" 
in order to prod than along. 74 
The Association played a large role in the Anti-Reform literature 
campaign and in the Government's systematic policy of repression, but 
John Reeves scored his roost tmqualified triumph with his program of perse-
cution. As a result of all these Association activities, radical reform 
was checked and thrown back during 1793 arrl 1794. 
Closely allied and coordinated with the Association, the H::me Office 
was the GoveI'llmmt a.nn chiefly res1:xmsible for controlling and checking the 
activities of the reform societies, in particular those of the 1.Drdon 
Corresponding Society. This office supervised public order through the 
nation's magistrates and police and managed the domestic espionage system 
through the Secret Service.75 The post of Receiver of the Public Offices, 
which John Reeves held, was an adjun:::t to the Ibme Office arrl this ma.de 
cooperation easy between the leader of the Association and the government 
agency charged with police supervision arrl danestic espionage. 
The Bow Street police and magistrates' headquarters was chiefly re-
sponsible for enforeing the magistrates' orders v.hl.ch foreed the Correspond-
ing Society divisions to rove from tavern to tavern, for arresting persons 
accused of seditious activities, and for employing local citizens to join 
reform societies arrl serve as police spies. 76 Besides the police efforts 
74Ibid., p. 265. 
75Nelson, op. cit., pp. 72 & 114. 
76Ibid., p. 114. The Bow Street office consisted of three magistrates, 
assisted by six officers known as 'runners' with a patrol of atout sixty 
men. 
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to obtain reliable infonnation from local citizens, the Secret Service 
provided at least ~ undercover agents, William Metcalfe and "Citizen" 
Groves, who insinuated themselves into the highest echelons of the l.Dndon 
Corresponding Society. Metcalfe wrote: 
Mr. Nepean requested that I oould attend to the disaffected 
societies and endeavor to find out their intentions and designs •••• 
I /)oined7 the l..Dndon Correspondin& Society ••• and carried my-
sel"f so void of Suspicion that I /ad.va:ffied thn:>ugh the ranks 
to be7 chosen to the Secret Conmittee.7 
This program of espionage directed by the Hane Office, in addition 
to the infonna.tion on seditious activity secured by the local Associations, 
era.bled the Bow Street constables to kn:>w of radical gatherings , whether on 
the divisional level or on the level of the mass meetings and huge crows 
that attended l.Dndon Corresponding Society rallies well beforehand, and to 
decide whether to break up the meetings in preparation for a disturbance, 
or to beef up the local constabulary by calling in the military. The testi-
JOOny of these espionage agents was to be of paramount importance to the 
Goverrment's case against the reformers in the State Trials of 1794.78 
The third prong of the attack on radical reform was the anti-reform 
literature campaign. The publication of :Edmund Burke's Reflections 2!!. the 
Revolution in France had precipitated a wave of anti-reform literature, 
but when the Association, founded ~ years later, entered the fray, it 
borrowed techniques frcm its radical opponents. A torrent of tracts:, hand-
77Letter to the Duke of Portlan:l, 5 January 1795. Cited in Nelson, 
P• 120. Metcalfe is probably referring to Executive Comnittee for there 
is no record of an LCS Secret Comnittee. 
78Ibid., p. 114. 
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bills, prints and songs were issued, causing the pace an:l volume of anti-
ref onn li tera.ture to irx::rease rapidly. Everything the ref onn societies 
did; the Association attempted to do better. Its literary efforts never 
rose to the heights of the later and well-known Anti-Jacobin,79 but they 
had learned fran the radicals that simple publications in popular cultl.I['e 
media, particularly prints arrl songs, played an important role in agitation. 
Examples of these attempts to reach the popular imagination were pamphlets 
like "One Pennyw:>rth of Truth," "Strap Bod.kin, Staymaker" an:l that naster-
piece "Village Politics," the m::>st successful single piece of propaganda 
ever issued by the Association. The author, Hannah ?iJre, was a foW'rler of 
the "Sunday Scrool" rovement an:l one of the "Old Refo:aners" who row sided 
with the Governnent against the Radicals. "Village Politics" sought to 
disseminate true conservative principles arrong the lower classes. The 
English Squirearchy was unaninous in upholding it as an admirable sedative 
for the gr-owing political consciousness of the conm::m laborer. largely on 
this account, the pamphlet was phen:manally popular an:l had a tremerrlous 
sale. It utilized the simple dialogue of the lower class village people 
to dern::mstrate the piety and wisdom of conservative ideas. This ma.de such 
an impression that a whole series of similar dialogues, under the title of 
"Cheap Repository Tracts," were produced under the patronage of various 
bnportant men such as William Wilberforce, an "Old Refonner" and a friend 
79r have examined the Anti-Jaoobin to determine the quality of 
its propaganda efforts; finding it to be at a low level especially in 
its prose and poetry, the Association's efforts must have been really 
bad. 
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of Pitt's. 80 
Sane of the loyalist pamphlets were Jl'Dre zealous than wise. One by 
Reeves was so ultra-partisan that he was accused of libelling the lbuse of 
· Conmons and he w:i.s prosecuted. Although Willi.am Pitt refused to deferrl 
Reeves and threw him to the ~lves, the partisans of Pitt's administration 
came to Reeves' rescue, voting for his acquittal with their large Parlia-
mentary majority.Bl 
The various activities of Reeves' Association, in conjunction with 
Goverrment support through the city magistrates and the Bow Street runners, 
had .inmediate effect on the Lon:lon CorrespoOOing Society, principally 
through seeking to suppress the Society's divisions. According to Thelwall, 
the divisions of the Correspoming Society were hunted fn:m muse to muse 
. by threats and intrigues and ~times by the occasional violence of the 
J,X>lice officers.82 This ~ted the wrrlon CorresJ,X>rrling Society to issue, 
as early as ten days after the Association's fourrling, an Address ~ other 
Societies in Great Br>itain (30 November 1792) an answer to the vehenent 
attacks of the Association. The address expressed regret at the , excesses of 
8Dwaiter Phelps Hall, British Radicalism 1791-1787, New York: 
Columbia Univ. Press. 1912. pp. 52-53. see al'S0°1n1enebate on the French 
Revolution, (Alfred Cobban, editor') London: Adam &Cfiarles Biack:-1963. 
pp. 281-282 for extracts from ''Village Politics." Other fancus reactionary 
tracts were: "Reasons for Contentment" by Archdeacon William Paley, the 
Established Church's contribution to the struggle against Radicalism; "The 
Exar!q>le of ~e as a Warning to Bl'itain," by Arthur YOW'lg, well kJn.m for 
his published travels and observations of various European countries; and 
''The Englis:tman' s Political Catechism, 11 distributed by the Association. 
81Hall, op. cit., p. 54 
82G. Veitch, Genesis of Parliamentary Reform, U:>rrlon: Constable 
and Co. 1913. p. 276 -
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the French Revolution, particularly the massacre of royalist prisoners in 
September 1792, which w:l.S blamed on the Manifesto of the Duke of Br'Unswick 
that had demanded the restoI'c;ltion of the King of Fran::e to his full royal 
powers arxl threatened France with dire consequences upon refusal. The U::S 
address aiso went on to outline the views of the Society on private property, 
since its views had been called in question by Reeves' Association. It 
stated that: 
Whoever shall attribute to us (w}-¥) wish only the restoration of 
lost liberties of our country) the expressions of No King! No 
Parliament! or any design invading the Property of other men, 
is guilty of a ·wilfull, an impudent arxl a malicious falseOOod. 83 
The address co~luded with the mpe that the lbuse of Comoons, "the Source 
of our Calamity," would bring ~t . successful reform in the ensuiilg ses-
sion.84 This address was issued as a p::>ster arxl the Goverrment, unwilling 
to attack its authors, adopted the sanewha.t less than courageous expedient 
of prosecuting a harmless billsticker, sent~ing him six IIDnths in prison.85 
'That the Goveniment was, nonetheless, in a state of th::>rough al.ann 
over the sudden imrease of radical activities was eviden:::ed by the King's 
Speech to Parliament of 13 December 1792: 
83Parliamen~ Session. Papers arxl Journals, CA. Erickson, editor) 
"The Secorid Rep::>rtIOn~ttee O'r°Secrecy of 16 May 1794" Apperrlix 
D, pp. 116-119. 
84The address is signed by Maurice Margan:>t, the LCS chainnan arxl 
the signature of the secretary was left blank. H. E. Collins (p. 115) 
claims that Felix Vaughan wrote the address though only Margarot's signa-
ture is present; possibly Vaughan was the secretary of the LCS at this 
time but that post was supposedly held by Thanas Hardy. 
85veitch, op. cit., p. 277. 
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The seditious practices which ha.d been •.• checked .•. have of late 
been ••• renewed and with increased activity. /These seditious 
practices7 appear to proceed from a design to-attempt the destruc-
tion of our ... constitution and the subversion of all order and 
government: and this design has evidently been pursued in con-
nection and in concert with persons in foreign countries.86 
Another example of the official atnosphere of fear was the passing, on 
4 Janua.r,Y 1793, of a goverrment bill regulating the entry and activities 
of aliens, an act which denonstrated fear of collusion between subversive 
strangers and local radicals. This atm::>sphere of fear and suspicion, not 
only gripped Pitt's Ministry, but Parliament and the nation as a whole. 
The French were victorious everywhere against Allied armies, while at the 
same time they were m::>ving toward new extremes of revolutionary excesses 
inside France. The Convention tried the ex-King, l.Duis XVI, for crimes 
against the nation. He was found guilty on 17 January 1793 and four days 
later executed. These events w::>rked against the English radicals and 
greatly strengthened the farces of reaction. As a result of events in 
France in early 1793, radical refonn societies could oot get their propa-
ganda published in newspapers. Publishers either changed their views re-
lating to the French Revolution or feared possible prosecution by the 
Governnent. 87 
The l.Dnd.on Corresporrling Society in general approved of the execu-
tion of I.Duis XVI, but this was only an ordinary example of human prejudice, 
scarcely indicating a desire to do likewise in England. Aware of possible 
interference, the LCS voted down adding to a pamphlet an appendix justify-
86New Annual Register 1792, Lemon: Rivington. "Public Papers," 
pp. 60-61- -
B7ear1 B. Cone, The English Jacob.ins, New York: Charles ~ribner's 
1968. pp. 142-143. 
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ing L::>uis XVI's death, because it could be inferred that the I.CS ooped 
for simiiar event in Englarrl. 88 This was an example of the new course of 
caution brought upon the l.Drrlon Corresporrling Sc:x::iety by pressure emanating 
from the Goverrment an:l its apperrlages, arrl surprisingly enough from other 
reform societies. On 15 February 1793, the Friends of the People in a 
letter to the LCS stated: 
It seems scarce necessary to represent to the LCS the peculiar 
necessity of circumspection and roderation, at a mcment when 
the m:>st venial indiscretion of the friends of refonn is remarked 
with such malignant watchfulness, and converted into an ~nt 
against the cause of refonn itself .89 
Under the influence of these outside influences an:l the necessity 
of suzvival, the L::>ndon Corresponding Society rad to JIDderate its demands 
and lay low for a time. During this period, the Society lost many members 
and divisions. According to Hardy, 11!J7an"J! who were great declaimers in 
the Society now slunk into holes arrl corners, arrl were never heard of no 
oore; others of the violent orators deserted arrl joined the standard of 
the enerny. 11 90 Joseph Ritson, a roted antiquary arrl Corresporrling Society 
member, sunmed up this period quite well: "I find it prudent to say as 
little as possible on political subjects, in order to keep out of Newgate. 1191 
88 . . 2 Birley, op. cit., p. 4. 
89t.etter of F.dwaro Jer. Curteis, Chai.man of the Friends of the 
People, to the LCS, 15 February 1793. Cited in Folarrl Bartel, Liberty 
and Terror, Boston: Heath. 1965. pp. 93-94. 
90veitch, op. cit., p. 277. 
91Joseph Ritson, Letters of Joseph Ritson, L::>ndon. 1833. Letter of 
16 January 1793, Vol. II, p. 7. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
THE LONDON CORRESPONDII{; SOCI:CTY'S STROOGLE FOR SURVrJAL 
As a part of their new policy of m:xleration, the I.oooon Correspooo-
ing Society decided upon a national campaign among reform societies to 
seoo petitions to Parliament as a best means of obtaining necessary reforms. 
The Society, in a letter to the Sheffield Constitutional Society of 4 March 
1793, stated: 
We are unamioous in the opinion, that one petition will rot pro-
duce a reform; yet ••• if every Society in the Island will seoo a 
petition, we shall. .• gain growld ••• it will force the present 
members of the Senate to discuss the subject ••• an:l give rise to 
Debate.92 
Not all of the reform societies agreed with the Correspoooing 
Society's national petition efforts. On 5 March 1793, the Norwich Society 
suggested to the U:S that, in view of the failure of petitions to Parlia-
ment arxi the doubtful policy of addressing the king, a convention of dele-
gates fran the refonning societies would be the wisest method of adva.ming 
their cause.93 Nevertheless, the Correspoooing Society continued to press 
its national petition effort. In coordination with other radical societies, 
it was planned to have the petitions presented just before or on the day 
that Charles Grey, a leading Whig refonner, made his pranised root ion for 
Parliamentary reform. The schedule of Parliament determined that day to be 
92Manoah Sibly, The Trials of Thanas Hardy, Jolm lbrne Tooke, Jolm 
Thelwall arxi Others. Dublin. 1795:" Appemix E. p. 125. 
93veitch, op. cit., p. 283. 
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6 May 1793. 94 
The petitions of May 1793 deoonstrated the large popular support 
for the small mimrity of opposition ~gs and Radicals in Parliament 
who were seeking refonn. Twenty-five petitions, fIUn all over the realm, 
wer>e presented. Sheffield's petition had 8000 signatures, Birmingham's 
2700 signatures, while that of the lDndon Corresponding had over 6000 
signatures. The Edinburgh petition was so long that it stretched "the 
whole length of the floor of the house'' of Cormons. 95 After these petitions 
were presented, Charles Grey opened a two day's reform debate by introduc-
ing one of the presented petitions (from the Friends of the People), in 
the form of a m:>tion for refonn. This petition, in the fonn of a report, 
was a searching exposure of corrupt electoral politics, the m:>mpoly of 
borough owners, and the increase of taxation. No specific rerredies were 
suggested but Grey asked the lk>use of Cairm:>ns for a conrnittee to consider 
all of the petitions in general. 96 
lDrd l'brnington Clater Marquess Wellesley) and Prime Minister Pitt 
led the debate against carmittee consideration of the reformist's petitions. 
Lord lt>mington pointed out the petitions had proceeded fIUn the 
diabolical designs of the wndon Corresponding Society. He stated that at 
the head of the list of signatures was: 
'I'hara~ fim:iy, Secretary of the wndon Corresporoing Society, 
who /sent7 an address to the Convention which breathed so 
94s. A. Maccoby, English Radicalism 1786-1832, London: N. Kay. 
1952. p. 68. 
95New Annual Register 1793, London. "British and Foreign History," 
p. 111. 
sincere an affection for the cause of the French republic and 
so warm a zeal for the destIUction of the British government, 
as to obtain the honour of being circulated through~~t all 
the departJoonts and all of the armies of our eneiey". 
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Mornington further noted that the London Corresponding Society had directed 
the national reform petition efforts and that "this peition Lj)resented by 
Gre.'i! was the fabrication of the Corresponding Society." Lord l'-brnington 
dismissed the reform efforts by stating: "Can any man, who has observed the 
pnxeedings of that society, believe that the deluded persons that canpose 
it will rest satisfied with any temperate reform? 11 98 
William Pitt was of the opinion that if this: 
••• principle of individual suffrage be granted, ••• it goes to 
subvert the peerage, to depose the king and /Tu the end7 to ex-
tinguish every hereditary distinction and every privileged order, 
and to establish that system of anarchy anoounced in the code 
of French legislation, and attested to in the nassacres of Paris. 99 
Pitt pointed out his own efforts at reform, which he had proposed in support 
of the Constitution. He regretted that reform oow was in the hands of 
"wicked persons," who aimed at "subversion." Subversion was the Champion 
bogey of the day and always served to intruduce a fresh denunciation of the 
new order in France. 
Charles Grey, in defence of his m:ition, pointed out that Lord Morning-
ton' s attack of Themas ~y and the London Corresponding Society was un-
warranted, for Ha.ruy did not even subscribe to too Friends of the People 
petition. Further l'brnington was condemned for his insinuating use of 
97rbid., P· 864. 
98Ibid.' P• 864. 
99Ibid.' PP· 900-901 
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supposed bad conduct by Hartly and the London Corresporrling Society as a 
means to discredit the notion at hand. Grey stated that if Hartly had 
broken any laws of his country, His Majesty's servants were responsible 
for not having enforced the laws against him. Despite the efforts of 
Grey and Charles James Fox, the brilliant leader of the Opposition who led 
his supporters in favor of the notion, the bill for consideration of the 
Refonn petitions \taS sourrlly defeated, 282 to 41. lOO 
This defeat, the nost signal which the refonners had yet sustained, 
showed that refonn was dead in the fbuse of Cooroons and that petitions serv-
ed to damn it irretrievably. The London Corresporrling Society, sensing the 
futility of further petitioning, decided to seek other methods of obtaining 
radical refonn. One alternative, that of holding a National Convention, 
had been suggested by the Norwich Society in March 1793. This idea for a 
British National Convention was not new. Thanas Paine, in his Letter Add-
ressed to the Addressers (1792), outlined a plan for such a convention. 
Its 1000 delegates were to be elected by all males over twenty-one in the 
kingdom. Their nost urgent task \tas to rationalize the confusing, antiquated, 
often conflicting laws that were historically layered upon the English. 
Only toose laws deaned necessary to the present generation oould be retain-
ed; all others oould be dropped. Paine believed that such a review should 
be periodic, approximately every twenty-one years. In effect, each genera-
tion, meeting in national convention oould restructure the constitution of 
the governnent aca:>rcting ·to its own needs.lOl 
lOOibid., pp. 883-884 and p. 925. 
lOlnanas Paine, "A Letter Addressed to the Addressors of the Late 
Proclamation" from Political W::>rks, 1.orx:bn. 1817. Vol. II, p. 44. 
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Initially, the LJ:mdon Corresponding Society was reluctant to use 
this option and sounded out other reform societies for possible alterna.-
tives. A letter to William Skirving, the Secretary of the Friends of the 
People at Edinburgh, on 17 May 1793, noted that, "Our petitions, have been 
all of them unsuccessful," and requested that "attention must mw there-
fore be turned to sane JOC>re effectual means--fIUn your Society we wuld 
willingly learn them. 11102 Viable alternatives were rot readily forthcaning 
and the London Society's correspondence, throughout the early sumner of 
1793, indicated a shift towan:is the proposed organization of a National 
Convention. In a letter to the Birmingham Constitutional Society on 10 June 
1793, the London Corresponding Society felt "the necessity of a general 
Union of !_refonn societieef •••• once the Country shall have so united, the 
Neros of the day will be forced to yield to the just demand of a long op-
pressed people. 11103 A letter to the Norwich Societies on 25 July, stated 
the LCS hoped to fonn "a Junction with all others associated for the sane 
purpose, throughout the Nation. 11104 
In August 1793, the London Corresponding Society made its views per-
fectly clear when it published ~ Convention the Only Ii:?ans of Saving Us 
From Ruin, written by Joseph Gerrald, a lea.ding spokesman for the Society. 
Like Paine, Gerrald despaired of the possibility of achieving parliamentary 
L 
reform except tlu'iough a deTJDCratically-elected convention. He traced the 
idea. of a convention to the historical precedent for such an assembly: 
102Parliarnentary Session Papers and Journals, (A. Erickson, editor) 
"Second Report of the Conmittee of Secrecy of l6 May 1794." Appendix E, 
p. 131. 
l03Ibid., p. 136. 
104 Ibid. ' p. 13 9 • 
'The Saxons oonvened every year all the free men of the kingdan 
who canposed an assembly called the ••• Folkloote or Convention. 
It was their business and their duty to lO~ise the conduct of 
the king and wi tenagenDt, or parliament. 
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Joseph Gerrald felt the necessity of re-instituting this assembly or con-
vention as the means to aciµ.eve ref onn and regain the rights lost by free-
inen. 
I see no other resource /he wrote7 thm the interposition of 
the great body of people -themselves, electing deputies in 
whan they can confide and im~ing instructions which they 
must injoin to be executed.1 6 
In the late summer of 1793 in anticipation of the future convention, 
the Corresponding Society and other I.Dndon reform groups organized plat-
form meetings to propagandize cockney crowds. On 24 October 1793, a crowd 
of 4000 people assembled on a field near &cney, for the purpose of elect-
ing delegates from the I.Dndon Corresponding Society to the first British 
National Convention, to be held in F.dinburgh as a step towards obtaining 
equal representation of the people. A hostile newspaper, The Oracle, des-
cribed this electoral meeting noting that: 
In order to oonvince the people of the ~neous sentiments which 
they entertained of the designs of the meeting, Mr. Gerrald, Mr. 
Margarot, and Mr. Jennings harangued /the crow:J.7 to such effect, 
that they declared by universal acclanations tlleir approbation 
of the views of the Society •••• The members row proceeded to the 
election of the two Delegates: Joseph Gerrald and Maurice Mar-
garot, were unamin:>usly elected.107 
lOSJoseph Ge~ald, ~Convention the Only Means of Saving Us From Ruin, 
London. 1793. pp. 91-92. · 
106Ibid., pp. 105-106. 
l07The Oracle, London. 26 October 1793. Cited in Lucyle W:rkmaister, 
A Newspaper History of Englarx:J., µ.ncx>ln, Neb.: Univ. of Nebraska Press. 1967. 
p. 432. 
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The delegates chosen were given specific instructions on what issues to 
support in the National Convention. To raise rooney for their travel 
expenses and their three guineas a week allottment, the Corresporrling 
Society had to appeal for help from the public. John Thelwa.11 hired roams 
in which he began a course of lectures to raise rooney for the delegates. 
FuOO raising proved difficult and those who aided the Corresporxiing 
Society in any way were often severely punished by the goverrment. Thomas 
Briollat, a pumpraker, who lent his field in Hackney F.oad to the LCS for 
their October electoral meeting was charged with sedition and sent~ed 
to twelve roonths ~risorment am a fine of £100.108 
.Am::>ng other delegates elected from around Englan:l to the British 
National Convention were Matthew Brown, an actor representing Sheffield 
and Leeds, and Henry Yorke and Charles Sinclair, a young frien:l of the um-
don Corresponding Society's taken aristocrat, Lord Daer, representing the 
Society for Constitutional Infornation. In addition to being a delegate 
for the LCS, Joseph Gerrald also represented the Society for Constitutional 
Infonnation, while Maurice Margarot additionally represented the Norwich 
Societies. 109 Probably various other English refonn societies w:>uld have 
participated, but did not because of the comparatively short rotice given 
of the assembling of the Convention. 110 
The Lorrlon Corresponding Society held high hopes regarding this 
first British National Convention. As indicated in a letter to the Norwich 
108veitch, op. cit., pp. 286-287. 
109Ibid., pp. 285-286. 
110See Sibly, op. cit., Apperrlix E, p. 147 for a letter from the 
Sheffield Constitutional Society to the LCS, 1 November 1793. 
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Societies in Novanber 1793, the Society saw the Convention as being the 
best means: 
that can be devised for the recovery of our rights and the complete 
reoovation of the Liberties and Happiness, which as men we are 
entitled, and as Britons, we have been taught to expect.111 
'Th:>ugh the l.Dndon Corresporx:ling Society organized support for the 
British Convention from reform societies throughout England, it must be 
remembered tha.t before October 1793 that previously reform societies in 
Scotland had held two Scottish Conventions and were Weed preparing for 
a third.112 The Scottish reform novement was better organized and nore 
widespread than their English Counterparts and the Scottish Conventions 
were all held for the same plirpose, to unite the multitude of Scottish 
reform societies in their comm:m long-term efforts at seeking universal 
suffrage and annual Parliaments. 
The Third Scottish Convention convened on 29 October and lasted 
four days. This meeting was atterx:led by 160 delegates, the majority being 
from the F.dinburgh and Glasgow districts. On the secorrl day, the assembly 
declared for universal suffrage and annual Parliaments and required that 
irx:lividual societies insert this conmen declaration in their various consti-
tutions. It was further resolved to petition Parliament for the renoval 
of grievances and to address the Crown against the war with France. The 
Scottish Convention knew fran corresporxience that the English Reform societies 
lllrbid., PP· 150-1s1 
ll2December 1792 and April 1793. For further infoilllation on the 
earlier Scottish Conventions, see E. Hughs, The Scottish Reform l'bvement 
and Charles Grey, 1792-94: Some Fresh Evidence, 11 Scottish Historical 
Review. II Vol. xxxv-:-(1956) pp. 26-41. 
planned to join them at F.dinburgh, fonning thus a Br-itish Convention, 
but when the English deputation did oot show, the Scottish Convention 
adjourned until the following Apri1.113 
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Not long after the Scottish Convention broke up, the English dele-
gates did arrive in F.dinburgh, arxi soon prevailed on William Skirving and 
the F.dinburgh Organizing Conun:i.ttee to recall the adjourned convention. 
The Scottish refonn societies, "infonned that Englarxi meant to be a serious 
part in the great · cause, sent back all their former delegates" am several 
societies ~t previously represented in the Scottish Convention, especially 
the United Irishnen, also sent delegates. On 19 November 1793, the Br-itish 
Convention opened with 180 delegates representing over SO societies. Accord-
ing to Margaret, the English delegates received a very w:lrnl arxi flattering 
reception.114 
The Convention began "by establishing a Set of Rules for the Organi-
zation of the present am even future Conventions." Next a "Conmittee of 
Union between 1W::> Nations, a Conmittee of Finance an:l a Comnittee estab-
lishing a Patriotic Newspaper" v.es set up. On 23 November, a Decree of 
Union v.es added am the whole Convention solemnly pledged to renove all 
"National Distinctions" arxi to stand finnly by each other in their ca1m:m 
efforts for reform.115 
The pn::>ceedings of the Convention imitated the new French Revolution-
ary manner to such a great extent that the authorities felt considerable 
113H. W. Meikle, Scotland an:l the French Revolution, Glasgow: J. 
Ma.clehose. 1912. p. 139. - -
114See Sibly, Appendix E, pp. 168-169 for M. Margaret's letter to 
the Norwich Societies, 24 November 1793. 
115Ibid., p. 169. 
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alann on hear~ their spies' reports. The delegates called ea.ch other 
"citizen," divided themselves into "sections," their reports were headed 
"Vive la Convention" a.n:l ended with "Caira." They had also appointed 
camnittees of organization, of instruction, of finance a.n:l of secrecy, 
designa.ted their iooetings as "sittings," granted "h::>rors of sittings," 
dated their minutes the "First Year of the British Convention" and rrade 
"ronorable mention" of patriotic donations.116 All this was done in 
direct .imitation of the French style; this mimicry detracted fran their 
avowed purpose of seeking Parliamentary reform and gave credeoce to the 
l.Drd Mvocate's later contentions that, since the French Convention had 
led to a regicide rebellion, to "scenes of anarchy, rapine, bloodshed, 
cruelty, and barbarity, hitherto unkn:>wn to the t.X:>rld," the British Con-
vention, "by showing a wish to adopt this mxlel" was aiming at the same 
results. 117 
Thanas Hardy, possibly forewarned of the danger and harm resulting 
to the l.Dndon Corresponding Scx::iety delegates if they renained in Scotland 
much longer, instructed Margarot and Gerrald to leave with all haste as 
soon as the Convention adjourned. 118 In a reply dated 2 Decanber 1793, the 
LCS delegates stated that "our inmediate return to l.Drrlon will be attended 
with very bad consequences" since the local reform societies look up to 
the Landon Corresponding Society "to encourage, to convince them by our 
presence ••• that the time is near at harxl when such Reform must take place. 11119 
116State Trials, op. cit., Vol. XXIII, p. 815. 
117Meikl . e, op. cit., p. 144. 
118State Trials, op. cit., Vol. XXXIV, p. 427. 
119Ibid., pp. 428-429. See also Sibly, Appendix E, pp. 169-170. 
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Noticing that Hardy seemed pleased in his letter over the prospect of 
uniting the Lorrlon Correspoooing Society with the entire Scottish reform 
m::>vement , the LCS delegates pleaded to stay in Scotland, in order to visit 
the various local societies and serve as propagandists for radical reform, 
thus canenting this new Decree of Union. The delegates also reported that 
any attempt by "the Government for the suspension of tre Habeas Corpus Bill, 
the introduction of a Convention Bill or the larxling of foreign troops in 
Great Br>itain" oould signal the meeting of a new Convention consisting of 
the same delegates meeting in a secret place.120 
Unfortunately for the LCS, Hardy's instructions to return to wndon 
were not obeyed. At 7 A.M. on 5 December 1793, a Sheriff's officer with 
five men entered the bedroom of Ma.rgarot and Gerrald, informed the LCS dele-
gates of his warrant for their arrest a.n;:i seized their private papers. 
Margarot and Gerrald were confined, then examined and later admitted to 
bail, each in the sum of 2000 Merks.121 William Skirving, who was arrested 
the same day as Gerrald and Margarot, was dismissed after> being told that 
no such meeting as the Convention oould be permitted again. The nagis-
trate oroer>ed Skirving not to attempt to reconvene it. On 12 Decanber at 
ooon, Skirving and Matthew Brown, the Sheffield reform delegate, spoke at 
the Cockpit Tavern to a vast cn>vrl of people anxious to learn of the fate 
of the Convention. As Br-own tried to read the magistrates' orders prohibi-
ting the meeting (along with a protest against this prohibition), the local 
1201.Dc. cit. 
l2lsibley, op. cit., Appendix E, p. 172. See letter of M. Margarot 
to the LCS of 8 December 1793 for tre entire account of the arrests and 
breakup of the Convention. A "Merk" seems to be the Scottish term for the 
currency unit, the Mark. 
122The Oracle, 12 December 1793. See Werkmeister, op. cit., p. 460. 
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constabulary· arrested the pair an1 carried them off to confinement.122 
.According to The Oracle of 12 December 1793, ten persons were 
arrested and confined in the magistrates' attempt to disperse the British 
National Convention. It seems that of this group, only three were tried, 
William Skirving, Maurice Margarot and Joseph Gerrald. Possibly the 
autlx>rities figured a conviction for sedition ~uld be easier to obtain 
against ~ F.nglish radical trouble m:lkers am the principal organizer and 
leader of the Scottish Conventions rather than against a group of poor 
Scottish artisans of rniror political significance. 
To the extreme misfortune of the defendants, the presiding judge in 
the Scottish 'l'rials was FDbert Macqueen, Lord Bra.xfield, a man who "gloried 
in the prejudices that could make a travesty of justice. He was oot a 
Jeffries L.an English judge ooted for bloodthirstiness7; he was coarse rather 
than wanton, revealing the rough side of civilization in the 18th Century. 11123 
In addition to l.DrdBraxfield, the Lord Advocate (the government prosecutor) 
was FDbert Dundas, nephew of 1Drd Henry Durrlas, who served as lbme Office 
Secretary in Pi rt' s Ministry. An indication of the government's interest 
in the trials was Henry Dundas' letter to his nephew on 11 December 1793: 
"You get great credit for your attack on the Convention. I desire Nepean 
to send you a perusal of the King's oote to me on the subject. 11124 
William Skirving, the originator and pr.ime rover of the Convention 
was the first to be tried. Though educated for tre ministry at lliinburgh 
123Geoffrey Treasure, Who's Who in History, England 1714-1789, New 
York: Barnes and N::>ble. 1969. p. 188. 
124Meikle, op. cit., p. 145. 
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University, he chose to be a farmer. The theory of fanning interested 
Skirving as much as the practice, a fact indicated by his published w:>rks 
on the subject, and by his application as a candidate for the Chair of 
Agriculture at F.dinburgh University. When reform activity started to 
politicize the Edinburgh area., Skirving became one of the leading refonners • 
.According to goverrunent spies, his actions in his organizing activities 
were marked by extreme nx:xieratioo. and good behavior, but this did rot 
prevent his being guilty of being the central figure of the Scottish Re-
form rrovement .125 
Skirving's accusers nade a legal mistake, fonnally charging him 
with sedition while .imputing to him treason. Although this error ought to 
have secured his acquittal, his fate was sealed. His judges assuned fran 
the first that parliamentary reform and universal suffrage were treason-
able objects; that the Convention was meant as a literal imitation of the 
French Convention; and that it was designed as a rival of tre British Par-
liament. If the jury could be persuaded to take the same view, the same 
verdict "WOuld easily result. Certain conviction was oo problem because 
the jury had been carefully chosen; it was canposed exclusively of govern-
ment placemen, people who owed their livings to those in power.126 Skirv-
ing was sentenced to fourteen years transportation to Botany Bay; he re-
marked as he left the bar, "My Lords, I koow that what has been done these 
two days will be rejudged--that is my comfort and all of my hope. 11127 
York: 
125veitch, op. cit., pp. 288-289. 
126Ibid., p. 289. 
127E. P. Thanpson, The Making of the English W::>rking Class, New 
Pantheon. 1964. p. 127. 
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In the · meanwhile, the Lorrlon Corresporrling Society was raising 
funds for Maurice Margaret, whose trial, irrmediately following Skirving' s 
came in early January 1794. Margaret was charged with rroving a resolution 
to persist in the consideration of ways and means of securing :reform "until 
co~lled. to desist by a superior force. 11128 Lord Br>axfield defined to 
the jury that sedition could be comnitted. even if one did not harbor the 
ambition to overthrow the government. Br>axfield stated that: 
in order to constitute ••• seditian, it is not necessary that the 
meeting ••• had in view to overturn the constitution by mobs and 
by violence to overturn the king and parliament. I appreherrl ••• 
sed.i tion consists in poisoning the mirrls of lieges , which nay • •• 
have a tendency to prom::>te violence against the state ••• /"iiM.7 .•. 
end in overt :rebellion.129 
In his defense, Margaret asserted Lord Braxfield had already prejudged 
his case by declaring at a private dinner-party that the members of the 
Br>itish Convention deserved a public whipping as well as transportation, 
and that "the mob would be the better for the spilling of a little blooct. 11130 
Margaret's general attitude towards his trial was one of insolence, as W:ts 
dem:>nstrated by having his friends accompanying him to the court room in a 
procession, holding a 11Tree of Liberty" over his head in the shape of a 
letter M with a scroll inscribed "Liberty, Virtue, Reason, Justice and Truth." 
Margaret became the hero of the populace and overplayed his hand, being much 
too eager for the crown of martyrdom. The trial ended in Bre.xf ield telling 
Margaret that his defe."lse was nothing but sed.i ti on fn:m beginning to end. 
He received fourteen years transportation to Australia for his efforts.131 
12av . . eitch, op. cit., p. 290. 
129state Trials, op. cit., Vol. XXXIII, p. 766. 
130rroompson, op. cit., p. 127. 
131Ibid., p. 127. 
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Joseph Gerrald had frierrls who posted bail, enabling him to return 
to wndon without ever having to stand trial in Scotland. Gerrald was 
aware of the mockeries of justice in the trials of Skirving arrl Margaret. 
Despite the advice and entreaties of his friends (especially his old 
tutor Dr. Samuel Parr), Gerrald felt it would be a "violation of horour" 
rot to go back and face his accusers. His decision was encouraged by 
William Godwin, a well-known radical essayist, in a letter of 23 January 
1794: 
I canrot recollect the situation in which you are in a few days 
to be placed without em:>tions of respect, and I al.Joost said 
envy •••• Your trial ••• may be . a day such as England, and I be-
lieve the w:>rld, never saw. It may be the means of converting 
thousands and, prom~sively millions to the cause of reason 
and public justice.13 
As it turned out to be, Godwin's letter was only an exercise J.n 
wishful thinking. Joseph Gerrald returned to Fd:i.nburgh in early March 
1794. He made an eloquent defense for his case and being of a scriptural 
mirxi noted that Christ himself was a reformer. Br-axfield laughed, "Muckle 
he made o'that he was hanget. 11133 The presiding judge further declared 
that Gerrald was "a very dangerous manber of society," with "eloquence 
enough to persuade the people to rise up in anns. 11134 Like his fellow 
COmr'ades, he was exiled to Botany Bay for fourteen years. Thomas Campbell, 
the poet, heard Gerrald's defense arrl was stirred by his rooving speeches. 
132G. Kegan Paul, William Godwin: His Frierrls and Contemporaries, 
l.Dndon. 1876. Vol. I, p. 85. 
133arown, op. cit., p. 207. 
134State Trials, op. cit., Vol. XXIII, p. 803. 
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Campbell turned around to a stranger standing next to him, and exclaimed, 
"By Heaven, sir, that is a great man!" "Yes, sir," answered the stranger, 
"he is not only a great man, but he makes every other man feel great woo 
listens to him. 11135 
The imnediate effect of the Scottish Trials was the near extinction 
of the entire Scottish Refonn mvernent because they "assured every man 
that if he dared to show his thoughts, either by speaking or writing in 
favour of good goverranent, or of any appruximation thereto--Botany Bay 
would be his future resisden::e. 11136 
The 1.Dmon Corresponding Society reacted to the savagery of the Scot-
tish Trials by issuing a new Address to the Nation on 20 January 1794. The 
address noted that: 
our ancestors did establish wise and wholesane laws; but we ••• 
find, that of tre venerable Constitution of our ancestors, hard-
ly a vestige remains. Can you believe that those who serrl 
virtuous Irishmen and Scotchman to Botany Bay, do not meditate 
and will not attempt to seize the first ncrnent to serrl us after 
them? •••• We rust have redress from our own laws and not from 
the laws of our plunders, enemies, and oppressors. There is 
no redress for a nation circlDl\Stanced as we ~, but in a fair, 
free and full rep~sentation of the People.l 7 
At the January meeting where tre address was issued, a resolution calling 
for a new General Convention was also passed unanim::>usly, coooitional upon 
the Goverrunent' s landing of foreign troops or suspension of Habeas Corpus. 
13 SJ. Beattie, Life and Letters of Thanas Campbell , 1.Dndon. 184 0. 
Vol. I, p. 88. 
1361..etter of Francis Place to Thanas Harrison of 15 February 1842. 
Cited in Veitch, op. cit., p. 294. 
137See State Trials, op. cit., Vol. 'JON, pp. 640-644 for the entire 
address. 
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Even the usually discreet Thanas Hardy was iooved by the events in Scotla.00 
to write: "I think our opponents are cutting their own throats as fast as 
they can--now is the tine to do sanething ~hy of Men. 11138 The Society 
for Constitutional Infonnation, in January 1794, passed even stronger reso-
lutions, stating "That the law ceases to be an object of obedieme whenever 
it becones an instrument of oppression" an::l "the liberties of Britons must 
depend not upon their reason •.• but on their ••• resolution to oppose tyranny 
by the same means, by which it is executed. 11139 On 28 February, the Shef-
field Fast Day Meeting was called by the local refonn societies am was 
attended by thousands of the townspeople. In Sheffield, resolutions were 
passed unaminously denouncing tre injustice meted out to the Scottish 
martyrs, the rronarchs of EUI'Ope for trying to destroy the French people's 
liberty, tre absence of parlianentary consent for the laro.ing of Hessian 
troops "a ferocious and unprirx:ipled hortle of Butchers" in F.nglaro to keep 
public order, an::l the prostitution of religion (the Established Church) for 
its support of the State policy of shedding French blood. These Sheffield 
resolutions were the nost strongly ~rded yet against the Government, am 
on 20 March 1794 the I.Dooon Correspoooing Society adopted them and added a 
few of their own of a similar na.ture. 140 In addition to the gathering in 
Sheffield, there were other mass meetings in the provirx:es, protesting the 
1381..etter of Thanas Hardy to Charles Cordrel, 11 January 1794. Cited 
in T. M. Parsinnen, Association, Convention, an::l Anti-Parliament in British 
Radical Politics 1771-1841, 11English Historical Review. 11 July 1973. pp. 
511- 512. -- -
139State Trials, op. cit., Vol. XXIV, p. 559. 
140See State Trials, Vol XXIV, pp. 636-638 for tre entire text of the 
Sheffield Fast Day Resolutions. 
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results of the Scottish '!'rials and demanding Parlirurentary reform. One 
meeting, at Halifax in Yorkshire, called for a meeting of delegates to be 
held at Bristol to organize a new National Convention. Meanwhile the 
London Corresponding Society's membership shot up to 48 divisions with over 
5000 members; it was said "even the rich came to sit among the honest men 
in leathern aprons." Encouraged by this new national upsurge for reform, 
the London Corresponding Society sent out a circular in late March 1794, 
call . ~ Br' . Co . 141 ing ~or a new itish nvention. 
· The responses to the call for another Convention were generally 
favorable. Especially strong support came fran the Sheffield Societies, 
fran Halifax, Bristol, Newcastle, and from the LCS's old ally, the Society 
for Constitutional Infonnation. The chief opponents of a new Convention 
were the Friends of the People, who feared that it would "furnish the 
enemies of reform with the means of calumniating its advocates, and so far 
from forwarding the cause, will deter many fran countenancing that which 
they approve. 11142 
To rally popular support for their upocming Convention, the London 
Corresponding Society, with the cooperation of various other l.Dndon reform 
societies, called a General Meeting at Chalk Farm near Primrose Hill on 
the outskirts of the city on 14 April 1794. The meeting, over 5000 in 
attendance, discussed the Convention, chided the Frien:is of the People for 
their um-cooperation, deoounced the actions of the Government for dispers-
ing a peaceable assembly and exiling its leaders to Botany Bay, and called 
for the usual Parliammtary refonns. There is no real proof that the London 
141williams, op. cit., p. 78. 
142State Trials, op. cit., Vol. XXIV, p. 737. 
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Corresponding Society ever contemplated a resort to illegal measures, as 
the Government later tried to denonstrate. In fact, the last resolution 
adopted at the Chalk Fann meeting makes it clear the refonners still 
placed reason over force: 
Whatever nay be the interested opinions of hereditary senators or 
packed majorities of pretended representatives •.• truth and liberty, 
in ~ age ~ f11ightened as the present, must be invincible and 
omru.potent. 4 
143Ibid., Vol. XXIV, p. 739. 
CHAPrER V 
PARLIAMENI' I s ATTACK ON RADICALISM 
From the time of the Scottish Trials, the Goverrurent was in a 
th::>rough state of alarm over the increased tempo of Radical activities. 
The vast anount of propaganda. poured out by the l..Dndon Corresp::>nding 
Society and the Society for Constitutional Infonnation denouncing the dis-
persal of the Convention an:i results of the Scottish Trials;144 the mass 
meetings in the provinces, especially at Shefffield, voicing the rising 
poli tieal sympathy for radical reform; the call for a new Convention; and 
the Chalk Farm meeting which drew thousands of l..Dndoners to listen to the 
advocates of reform, caused the Government intense ~rry. The Government 
further discovered evidence that the radicals were actually arming them-
selves. A few unnamed members of the l..Dndon Correspording Society had 
forned the l.Dyal Lambeth Association, a group that gathered to learn the 
use of firearms. According to Frederick Polydore lbdder, "Botanic painter 
to His Majesty" and Government spy, this group practiced twice a week in 
secret and possessed eighteen stand of arms. It was the avowed purpose of 
the l..Dyal I.ambeth Association to have recourse to arms if parliamentary 
I'eform was oot secured. One of the supposed schemes of this group was to 
seize all the arms in the shops of l..Dndon gunsmiths an:i distribute them 
144The Address to the Nation of 20 January 1794, fran the I.CS at 
the Globe Tavern had over 40,000 copies printed. 
among the l.Dndon Corresporrling Society. 145 Yet another arms plot w:is 
discovered when the Governmant got wirrl of a letter from the Sheffield 
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Society to the London Correspoooing Society, dated 24 April 1794, advertis-
ing the sale of pikes by which radicals could defend themselves against 
attack. The letter described how the pikes were made, their quality, and 
their cost. In the letter, the Sheffield Society deferrled their policy 
of making and selling pikes, declaring that: 
The barefaced. aristocracy of the present administration has 
made it necessary that we should be prepared to act on the 
defensi':'e? against any attack f~gy may oorrman::l their newly 
anned nuruons to make upon us. 
The number of pikes ordered (130), suggest a defensive rather than an off-
ensive rotive, but the Government viewed any possession of arms by the 
radicals as a serious matter. 
The event that probably decided the Government to strike against 
the reforners was the annual dinner party of the Society of Constitutional 
Information, held on 2 May 1794. The ~eting, at which over three hun::lred 
persons were present, was chaired by John Wharton, M. P. for Beverley. It 
was attended by various important figures in the reform rovement su:h as 
H::>me Tooke, John Cartwright and several M. P.'s fran the Opposition. In-
discreet toasts were made to "the armies contending for Liberty," to "the 
oope that the abettors of the war might be its victims" an:l to "the perse-
cuted Patriots of Englan:l. " 'These toasts and others, together with IIDJCh 
145Th.e Parliamentary History of Engl.am, CT. Hansard, editor) l.Dndon: 
LJ:mgmans. 1818. Vol. XXXI, pp. 692-694. It seems that N:>dder w:is some-
what prone to exaggeration or falsehood in his claims regarding the I.Dyal 
Lambeth Association, for there exists little evidence on their purposes 
outside his test:i.nony. 
1'+6Parliamen1:c;fY Session Papers and Journals, op. cit., "Secom 
Report from the Comnittee of Secrecy of 1794," p. 2. 
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unwise and loose talk circulating at this armual dinner, were enough to 
spur the Goverrunent into action.147 
At six o'clock in the rorning of 12 May 1794, Thanas Hardy was 
arrested and his house and shop were turned upside down, as the police 
searched for incriminating documents. According to Hardy: 
They ransacked trlmks, boxes, drawers and desk. Hundreds of 
letters arrl manuscript papers belonging to the l.Drxion Corres-
ponding Society were seized, which they carried away in four 
silk handk~hiefs •••• They were not satisfied with letters 
and papers only, but they took books and pamphlets which 
nearly filled a corn sack. Not a single article did they 
mark.148 
Though H3rdy's wife was confined to bed because of illness, the crown 
officers searched every nook and crarmy of the bedroom, completely oblivious 
to her con::lition. "When they had ransacked every place in our bedroom that 
they saw fit, they then went into the shop," wrote Hardy, "expecting, oo 
doubt, to find Treason hatching among the Boots arrl Shoes. 11149 The journal 
of the I..orxion Corresporxiing Society escaped the hands of the crown officers, 
since by merest chance, Hardy had given it the evening before to the assis-
tant secretary of the LCS, in order that certain entries be made. 
On the same rorning, shortly after the seizure of Hardy, Daniel 
Adams, the secretary of the Society for Constitutional Information, was 
arrested by the king's messengers arrl all of the books an:l papers of the 
SCI were seized. Adams "produced the Keys and unlocked the Poxes himself." 
147State Trials, op. cit., Vol. XXIV, pp. 571-572. See also Veitch, 
op. cit., pp. 302-303. 
148Thomas Hardy, Merroirs of Thanas Hardy, l.Drxion. 1832. pp. 31-32 
149Ibid., p. 32. · 
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He told the Privy Council at his examination that he had rx> interest in 
disorder and rx>thing to conceal. He was perfectly frank and gave all the 
information he could to the Council. 150 
The Radical reformers' reaction to the arrests was one of disbelief 
arxi alann. Major John Cartwright, the old veteran reformer, wrote to his 
wife on 15 M3.y 1794: 
I saw this morning, by the newspaper, that Hardy and Daniel 
Adams are appreherxied for high treason, arxi that the papers belong-
ing to their societies are to be laid before the lbuse of 
Conroons. lbw these men can have been guilty of ~son to anything 
but corruption, I do oot at present comprehem.l 
The Rev. Jeremiah Joyce, an active member of the Society for Consti-
tutional Infonnation and tutor to Lord Stanhope' s children, wrote the 
following letter to lbme Tooke: 
Th.is norning, at six o'clock, citizen Hardy was taken away, 
by order fran the secretary of state's office: they seized 
every thing they could la~52heir hands on. Query is it possible to get ready by Thursday? 
This oote was intercepted by tre Government arxi the query was interpreted 
as a signal for an insurrection. Pitt's Ministry irrmed.iately determined to 
anticipate that event by keeping an intense watch over homes arxi activities 
of lbrne Tooke and the Rev. Jeremiah Joyce, arxi by stationing a tnx>p of 
light horse cavalry along with detac!Dnent of soldiers in their inmediate 
150
veitch, op. cit., pp. 305-306. See the New Annual Reester 1794, 
London. "British and Foreign History," pp. 188-189for a fur't r account 
of the Government roundup or radical leaders. 
. 15l~arxi Correspoooence of Major John Cartwright, ~F. D. Cart-
wright, editor) New York: Burt Franklin. 1826. (1971 reprint) Vol. I, 
pp. 202-203. 
152Menoirs of John lbrne Tooke, (Alexander Stephens, editor) 1.Dndon: 
J. Johnson arrl Co .1arr.- p. 119. 
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vicinity.153 
No revolution was forthcoming, but the crown officers proceeded to 
seize lbrne Tooke on 16 May 1794. The Government had let sane time elapse 
after the arrest of Hardy and Adams in the hope that there ~uld be sane 
canprcrnising att~ts of escape by some of the radicals. Since the leaders 
of the U:mdon Corresponding Society and the Society for Constitutional 
Information shooed no fear and intended to hold their ground, the Govern-
roont had twelve others arrested to share the fate of Hardy and Adams.154 
.Alrong the twelve were John Lovett, a hairdresser and chairman of the Chalk 
Fann meeting; Richard 1-bdgson, a Westminster hatter; John Baxter, a laborer; 
John Richter, John Augustus B:mney, Matthew M:x>re, Thanas Wardle, all 
gentlemen; Jeremiah Joyce, a Unitarian minister and tutor; Stewart Kyd, a 
barrister of the Middle T~le and noted for his defense of the publisher 
of Paine's ~ of Reason; Thanas lblcroft, a popular playwright of the day; 
and John 'fuelwa.11, the popular writer, lecturer and poet. Of this group, 
only Daniel Adams and John Lovett were adrni tted to bail, ~ having 
apparently struck a bargain with his prosecuters. In exchange for being 
released on bail and oot having to stand trial, he s~re in July 1794 that 
the books of the Society for Constitutional Infonnation were authentic. 
Lovett, though remaining in jail until October 1794, was admitted to bail 
before the other prisoners were brought to trial because oo bill of indict-
ment wa.s returned against him by tre Grand Jury.155 The remaining prisoners 
153
Ibid., PP·. 119-120. 
1S4veitch, op. cit., p. 307. 
lSSibid., pp. 307-308. As far as I can ascertain, the LCS marnbers 
anong the prisoners were Hardy, Lovett , Thelwa.11, lbdgson, Baxter, Kud and 
Wardle. 
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received the epithet "the Twelve Apostles" in the popular literature of 
the day. 
In concert with the Goverrunent's roundup of the radical reform lead-
ership, the Pitt Ministry undertook to report on the radical reform societies' 
subversive activities and on the dangers they posed to national security. 
On 12 May 1794, the King's Message ~Seditious Practices was presented to 
Parliament : 
••• H. M. received infornation that the seditious practices ••. 
carried on by certain societies in different parts of the 
country •.• have lately increased activity and boldness ••• 
directed to assembling a pretended general convention of the 
people, in contenpt and defiance ••• of Par liamant and ••• the 
existing laws and constitution. H. M. has given directions 
for seizing the books and papers of tre said societies in 
l.Dndon and ••• laying them before tre f-buse of Cornm:ms ••• to con-
sider ••. and to take such rneasures ••• ~ing against the 
prosecution of these dangerous designs.156 
The next day, Henry Dundas, Secretary of State, brought the seized 
material frun the l.Dnd.on Correspon::ling Society an::l the Society for Consti-
tutional Information under seal to Parliament. After the discussion of 
the King's Message, the 1-buse of Conm:ms, at t:he urging of the Government, 
appointed. a Cornnittee of Secrecy to examine the seized books and papers 
an::l make a report. The Conunittee, consisting of twenty-one members, was 
chosen by ballot on 15 May and was filled by outspoken anti-reformers and 
reactionaries such as Prime Minister Pitt, Attorney General Windham, Secre-
tary of State Dundas, Charles Townshend and F.dmund. Burke.157 
On 16 May 1794, the Conunittee gave their report, stating in its 
156Parliamentary History, op. cit., p. 471. 
157Ibid., pp. 471-474. 
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pref ace that " ..• proceedings !_of these Societie~ appear to become every 
day m:>re likely to affect the internal peace and security of these king-
doms, and to require in the most urgent manner, the i.rrm:diate and vigilant 
attention of Parliament." The London Corresponding Society figured prom-
inently in the report, which stated . that "the tW'.) !._SOcietie~ of the great-
est importance are, the l.Dndon Corresponding Society arrl the assembly 
which called itself the Br'itish Convention at lliinburgh. 11158 The history 
of the l.Dndon Corresponding Society and its relationships with other reform 
societies were denonstrated in detail supplied by the contents of the seized 
letters and pamphlets of the report. 
In view of his fears of the danger resulting to the realm from 
conspiracy, the report led Pitt to rrove the suspension of the Writ of Habeas 
Corpus. He felt the papers disclosed a conspiracy and inrnediately implica-
ted the Corresponding Society. Pitt charged that: 
the l..on::lon Society had •.• a deliberate an::l deep con:::erted plan 
for actually assembling a convention for all Englarrl ••• to be 
representative of the whole body of the people of Englan::l; •.• 
to ex~ise legislative and judicial capacities, to overturn 
the established system of government, an::l wrest from the 
Parliament that power which the people and the constitution 
lodged in their han::ls.159 
Despite the spirited debate from the Opposition, the Habeas Corpus Suspension 
bill passed in the lbuse of Cormons by 146 to 28, on 17 May 1794. 
158rbid., pp. 475 & 478. This statement is a bit misleading since 
the Br-itish Convention was an assembly of delegates from all over Great 
Br>itain (though chiefly Scotlan::l), representing even the LCS. The Conven-
tion was not a single society like the LCS. 
159state Trials, op. cit., pp. 498-502. 
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In view of the urgent need of procuring the Habeas Corpus Suspension 
Act, not all of the letters and papers of the radical reform societies 
which had been seized were read during the First Report. Accordingly, a 
Second Report of the Committee of Secrecy was issued on 7 June 1794, con-
firming the previous feelings of the Conrnittee. It seemed to include alnost 
everything the Correspoooing Society had ever written and made further 
accusation that sorre of the divisions were procuring arms to be used "upon 
any emergency, in case the government should attempt to disperse their 
meetings," and darkly hinted these arms were also to be used to overthrow 
the state. 160 
The roundup of the radical leadership and ensuing Parliamentary ac-
tions caused wild rumors; there was speculation that 800 rrore warrants for 
arrest were in preparation. M3.ny of the Opposition rrembers, especially 
Charles James Fox, came to fear the Tower of Loooon ~uld be their future 
hone. 'nl.e Society for Constitutional Information collapsed completely 
after the arrests, and eighteen di visions of the LJ:>ndon Correspoooing Society 
closed down while many of the provincial societies dissolved, never to meet 
again. In Liverpool in the sunrner of 1794, this panic caused a minor stam-
160ibid., p. 608. See also the "Appendix to the Secom Report of 
the Committee of Secrecy," (lbuse of Lords) in the Trials of 'nl.onas Hardy, 
John Jbrne Tooke, etc., (Maroah Sibly, editor) Dublm. 17% for the 
drawings and dJ.mensions of arms seized from the radicals. 'nl.is report 
accused the members of the British Convention of arming themselves for 
the next Convention to be held in England. 
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pede for boa.ts to America.161 
The actions of the Government and their supporters caused a wave of 
sympathy for the radicals throughout the na.tion. Ma.ny concurred with Major 
John Cartwright's assessment of such reformers as John I-brne Tooke as a 
highly respected statesman: 
I can by no means imagine that Mr. fbrne Tooke has been guilty 
of the crimes which have been :!J!iputed to him, to rave placed 
him in his present situation.162 
Others agr:'eed with Charles James Fox's description of the radical prisoners, 
that "they appeared to be men who might co-operate in a revolution, but 
w:>uld never produce one. 11163 According to Francis Place: 
Many persons, of whan I was one, considered it meritorious, and 
the performance of a duty to become members /of the u:mdon 
Corresponding &Jcie!il, now that it was threatened with violence, 
and its founder and secretary was persecuted. This improved 
the character of the society as IIDst who joined it were men 
of decided character, sober, thipking men, not likely to be 
easily put from their purpose.164 
Some of the IIDderate press, not usually sympathetic to the radical cause, 
started to question the Governnent's m::>tives and actions in persecuting the 
16lwilliams, op. cit., p. 80. A tragic example, which nade nany of 
the radicals fear for their hanes and families, was the British Naval victory 
celebration of the Glorious First of June 1794; a drunken Tory and Loyalist 
nob went on the rampage in London, stopping in front of Thonas Hardy's shop 
they tried to loot and destroy the establislunent. A group of Corresponding 
Society members came to rescue Mrs. Hardy, who v.a.s frightened half out of 
her mind, with no means of escape from the IIDb. A riot ensued and these 
events resulted in Mrs. Hardy's death in child birth shortly thereafter. 
162Letter to Duke of Portland, 20 July 1794. Cited in Cartwright, 
op. cit., p. 203. 
163Collins, op. cit., p. 123. 
164p1ace, op. cit., p. 130. 
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leaders of refonn. The Critical Review of August 1794 felt the Conunittee 
of Secrecy had found ooth.ing secret at all, only "a repetition of what 
they had before seen in al.mJst every newspaper, notices for meetings of 
the respective societies, their transactions, resolutions and toasts, 
which were generally ordered to be published by the societies themselves. 11165 
The article wondered how the 20,000 members of these radical societies 
were to accomplish a revolution with only eighteen stands of anns. Fur-
ther it was declared that no person, due to the suspension of Habeas Corpus, 
was "safe from false pretexts, suspicions and ma.lice of their opponents." 
One could be jailed upon the most frivolous suspicion.166 
Noticing the large amount of popular sympathy for the imprisoned 
radical leaders, the Goverrunent took alarm and made an attempt to prejudice 
the case of the prisoners through a ruse christened the "Popgun Plot" in 
September 1794. According to the New Annual Register: 
A more ridiculous, inconsistent arrl. improbable tale never was 
invented ••• The charge, suppo~ed by Upton /a police spyJ, was 
to the following effect: An instrument was to have been con-
structed by the informer Upton, in the form of a walking-stick, 
in which was to have been inserted a brass tube of tw:> feet 
long; through this tube a poison dart or arrow was to have been 
blown ••• at his majesty, either on the terrace at Windsor or 
in the playhouse.167 
Several people were taken into custcx:ly for their share in the plot and an 
unsuccessful attempt was ma.de to trace its origin to the wndon Correspond-
ing Society. Robert Crossfield, a member of the LCS, was the only one 
165Tue Critical Review, (August 1794) "Review of Public Affairs," 
p. 580. Cited in Bartel, op. cit., p. 91. 
166Ibid., pp. 581-582. 
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brought to trial; he was acquitted while the rest were discharged without 
trial.168 
'The suspension of Habeas Corpus in May enabled the Government to 
detain the prisoners almost indefinitely. It was not until 2 October 1794, 
when Loni Chief Justice Sir James Eyre delivered the charge of high treason 
against the prisoners to the Middlesex Grand Jury, that the Government 
proceeded with its case. L'yre alleged that: 
If we suppose bad men to have, once gained an ascendancy in an 
assembly of this description /a convention7, popular in its 
constitution, and having popufar objects;-how easy is it for 
such men to plunge such an assembly into the nost criminal 
excesses? Thus ••• men who assemble in oroer to procure a 
reform of par-liament nay involve themselves in the guilt of 
high treason.169 
Eyre's charges were refuted by a popular pamphlet by William Godwin, 
which condemned the Government's advocation of the new fornn.lla of construe-
tive treason, a formula that nade w:>ros, expressions, intentions, or specu-
lations equal to any willful act of treason as a means of conviction. God-
win's pamphlet convinced many citizens of London oft~ injustice of the 
charges brought against the radical leaders. Even before the trials began, 
the people of London "began to perceive that a design to refonn Parliament 
was not treasonable , and that however wn:mgheaded, and even reprehensible 
it might be, this was no ca.use why men, otherwise innocent, should them-
selves and their families be subjected. to the frightful pains and penalties 
l68veitch, op. cit., pp. 312-313. 
169State Trials, op. cit., Vol XXIV, p. 206. 
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of treason. 11170 
On 25 October 1794, the first Bill of Indictment was returned against 
nine prisoners. On that day, Thom:i.s Hardy, John Horne Tooke, John Augustus 
Bonney, Stewart Kydd, Jeremiah Joyce, Thom:i.s iblcroft, John Richter, John 
Thelwall and John B:ixter were brought to the bar to plead their guilt or 
inoocence. In their indictments it was stated that Bonney and Thelwall 
lived in areas other than where they actually resided. Though they could 
have avoided trial because they had never lived where their crimes of trea-
son were supposedly conmitted, both chose to stand trial in order to clear 
their names. Curiously enough, William Wardle, Matthew lbore arrl Richard 
lbdgson were not ~d in the indictment. There is much conjecture as to 
whether these three were ever imprisoned or eluded the pursuit of justice 
completely. It is possible the Goverrurent w:is holding them for a second 
Bill of Indictment, though the State Trials do mt reveal their fate. Their 
comrades, with wham they shared the title "the Twelve Apostles," all pleaded 
not guilty to the charges. It was anoounced to the Court that their lawyers 
would be Thomas Erskine, Joseph Gibbs arrl Felix Vaugha.n.171 
Thonas Ha.rdy was the first to be tried, his trial began 28 October 
and lasted until 5 November 1794. Sir Jorm Scott, l.Drd Eldon, the State 
prosecutor and a symbol of arch-conservatism, opened with a nine hour speech 
attacking Hardy and defining treason: 
170William Godwin or Felix Vaughan, Cursory Strictures on the C}-~e 
delivered !?Y_ l.Drd Chief Justice.~ to the Grand ~' cited In state Trials, 
op. cit., Vol XXIV, p. 219 and in Kegan Paul, op. cit., Vol I, pp. 129-134. 
Cobban and the State Trials give Vaughan as the author while Clune, Veitch 
and Kegan Paul state that Godwin wrote the pamphlet. · 
17lstate Trials, op. cit., Vol. XXIV, pp. 1403-1405. 
••• the evidence /s'hows7 that the convention, which the per-
sons charged conspired to form, was ••• to alter the whole form 
of the sovereign power of this country, that it was to form, 
or to devise the means of fonning, a representative govern-
ment--to vest in a bcx:ly, founded upon universal suffrage, and 
the alleged unalienable ••• rights of nan, all the legislative 
and executive government of the country; that conspiracy to 
this end would be an overt action of treason, I presl.B'lle carmot 
be disputed; it deposes tre king in the destruction of the 
regal office in the constitution of the state.172 
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The Crown, following the prosecutor's speech, introduced as evidence 
the First and Second Reports from the Committee of Secrecy. All the corres-
pondence and papers were publicly read with the 'hope the jury wuld detect 
the treason concealed in their texts. Next came the examination of wi tnes-
ses, whom consisted chiefly of people affirming the good character of 
Th::>rna.s Hardy. A few people, possibly in government pay, were hostile wit-
nesses, but nothing could definitely be proved from their statenents. Care-
fully building its case, the Crown now produced the star witnesses for the 
prosecution, George Lynam and "Citizen" Groves, agent provacateurs for the 
Goverrurent. 173 
George Lynam, an iromonger from Walbrook, spied for tre Government 
from October 1792 to February 1794. In October 1793, Division 12 of the 
l.Dndon Corres1xmding Society elected Lynam as its chainnan and delegate. 
Up to that date, information he obtained for the Government concerned only 
his division; after being elected delegate, a full account of the General 
Com ttee of Delegates' activities reached the Government's ears. Though 
his testinvny contained evidence more believable than the speculations and 
172Ibid., pp. 264-265. 
173see State Trials, Vol XXIV for the account of events in the trial 
of Thanas Hardy. 
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suspicions of previous Governnent witnesses, it did not contain any solid 
pl':)()f of Hardy's guilt.174 
"Citizen" Groves, also had wormed his into the highest echelons of 
the Correspording Society. His reports to the Government were fairly trust-
worthy, but he proved an alarmist on the starrl. In his eagerness to con-
vict I-ardy, he told a great story of some special knives which Hardy had 
in his possession at the Chalk Fann meeting. The bottom fell out of this 
part of the Crown's case when one witness stated he had often seen such 
knives in sl'ops on the Strand, largely discrediting Groves' testim:>ny.174 
The defense, led by Thomas Erskine, built its case first upon the 
large group of witnesses testifying in favor of Thorra.s Hardy and then pro-
ceeded to discredit, quash, or otherwise dispose of the Goverrunent's evi-
dence and testim:my. After this was done, Erskine ~nt on to a final 
attack on the Crown's theory of constructive treason arrl why it could not 
starrl. Regarding Hardy's conduct, Erskine remarked: 
I am not driven to def end every expression; some of them are 
undoubtedly improper, rash and inflarrmatory; but I see nothing 
in the whole taken together, even if it were connected to the 
prisoner, that goes at all to an evil purpose in the writer.175 
Erskine further charged that his client had been accused of conspiring "to 
hold a Convention in England" arrl "to hold it for the purpose alleged, of 
assuming all the authority of the state, and in fulfillment of the main 
174Ibid., pp. 807-810. Lynam was accused by various members of the 
LCS as being a spy and was tried before the Committee of Delegates, but 
by a stroke of luck, he was acquitted. 
175Ibid., pp. 743-745 & p. 835. 
176rbid., p. 924. 
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intention against the life of the king." The first charge was self-
evident, for Hardy did intend a Convention to be held, but Erskine main-
tained the double intention must be proved from the evidence before the 
indictment of Thana.s H:irdy for treason could stand. 177 
On the eight day of the trial, 5 November 1794, the l.Drd Chief Jus-
tice concluded his summing up of the evidence and made his charge to the 
Jury. After retiring for about tWJ hours, the jury returned a verdict of 
Not Guilty. According to H:irdy: 
The Sessions House, where the court sat, was rent with shouts of 
applause. A vast multitude caught the joyful sound, and like 
an electric shock, the glad tidings spread thn:>ugh l.Dndon, and 
were conveyed quicker than the regular post could travel, to the 
most distant parts of ~land, where all anxiously awaited the 
result of the tria1.178 
Hardy tried to slip out ~he door of the Old Bailey to catch a coach 
to his brother-in-law's house, but the crolNd recognized him in the coach, 
turned loose the horses, and drew him in triumph tl-ir'ough the streets of 
London. The crow:i stopped at No. 9 Piccadilly, his fo:nrer hane (row in 
ruins) , and observed a roment of silence. After leaving there, Hardy 
gave the crolNd a short speech, "after which they gave three cheers and 
quietly dispersed. 11179 
There was great national rejoicing over Hardy's acquittal. The 
Armual Register, generally hostile to the radical reform noveirent, reported 
that: 
177Ibid., p. 911. 
178clune, op. cit., p. 56. 
179Loc. cit. 
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the anxiety of the people was highly visible. In 1.Drrlon, and 
throughout the kingdom, there was much concern about how the trial 
would terminate. The acquittal ••• caused great public satisfac-
tion, which was expressed witrout restraint. Many, who felt their 
own sense of security threatened by the ~overnrnent's attack on 
civil liberties, felt a sense of relief. 80 
Major John Cartwright wrote: "I need not tell you the heartfelt joy which 
the ~rds 'not guilty' gave me. Time will show the iniquity of the great. 11181 
Francis Place recalled that " ••• the bare mention of /The State Trials of 17947 
sends me back to Old Bailey ••• never can I forget the aootions or joy felt •.• 
hearing Not Guilty pronounced on my frierrl Thcnas Hardy. 11182 
The next of the radical reform leaders to be tried was John Horne 
Tooke, whose trial began on 17 November 1794. Sin.::e Tooke wa.s a politician 
of national prominence, many of the aristocracy and the important men of 
the realm, such as the Duke of Richm:md, the Duke of Portland, Pitt, Fox, 
Sheridan and Grey were in attendance. It became one of the social events 
of the year for high society. Charles Grey wrute: 11 ! believe I shall 
attend it to learn how to conduct myself when it comes to my turn ••• I am 
not, however, very ambitious of being classed ••• with Algernon Sydney. 11183 
1.Drd Granville Leveson Gower, a young aristocrat, reported that, "I am at 
this instant arrived from the trial of Horne Tooke which the examination 
of ••. Fox, Pitt !_ara other national leaderef, caused to be extremely enter-
taining.11184 
180Annual Register 1794, London: Rivington. "Principal Occurences" p. 279. 
181Cartwright, op. cit., pp. 207-208. 
182Place, op. cit., p. 132. 
183Edward Lascelles, Life of Charles James Fox, New York: Octagon 
Pocks. 1970. pp. 264-265. Sydney was a Whig leader executed for his sup-
posed ccmplicity in the Rye lbuse Plot. 
1841.Drd Granville Leveson Gower: Private Correspondence, (Castilia 
Countess Granville, editor) l..orrlon: John Murray. 1917. p. 105. 
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It was the examination of Prime Minister Pitt that gave lbrne Tooke 
am his attorneys the opportunity to tear the Government's case to shreds. 
Pitt and Tooke, both long political foes of the Fox family, were earlier 
involved together in seeking Parliamentary reform legislation, during Lard 
North's Ministry. Though the Prime Minister affected to forget having been 
a part of a Convention of Reform delegates in 1782, exact details were 
supplied by Richard Brinsley Sheridan's testirrony and reluctant admission 
was secured. This admission embarrassed the Ministry; it looked extremely 
foolish to prosecute men for holding conventions to seek Parl.i.amantary re-
form, when the Prime Minister himself had participated in such proceedings 
in the 1780's.185 
It took the jury merely six minutes of deliberation to firo Tooke 
not guilty. After the joyful shouting subsided, Tooke addressed the Court, 
saying, "I hope Mr. Attorney General that this verdict will be a warning to 
you nJt to attempt to shed men's blood upon lane suspicions and doubtful 
inferences. ••186 He then turned aruund am thanked the men of the jury for 
his life. According to the New Annual Register: 
The jury on the return from Old Biley, after their verdict 
on the trial of Mr>. Tooke, had a lane formed for them all the 
way to the London coffee-house. On their arrival there, the 
conq>any, who anounted to about five hurrlred gentlemen, inmediate-
ly arose and took off their hats, ranged themselves on each side 
as they passed through, saluting then with the m:::>st animated 
and expressive tokens of applause.187 
The popular joy over Horne Tooke' s acquittal had barely subsided as 
185See State Trials, Vol. YJN, pp. 36-321 for the proceedings of 
John lbrne Tooke 1s Trial. 
186eart . h . 209 wrig t, op. cit., p. • 
187New Annual Register 1794, op. cit., "British and Foreign History," 
p. 284. 
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John Thelwall came to trial on 1 December 1794. The Government, after tv.x> 
glaring failures, was detennined to convict at least one of the remaining 
prisoners and Thelwa.11 seemed to be the likely one. Besides being accused 
of the same charges as Hardy an:l Tooke, Thelwa.ll's speeches an:l lectures 
laid him more open to charges of treasonable utterances an:l indiscretions. 
An informer, John Taylor, told of Thelwall's talk of attanpting a rescue 
of the victims of the Scottish Trials. This information, along with mmy 
other details, was supposedly remembered. by Taylor for three or four months, 
since he took no notes an:l only prior to the trial wrote a recollection of 
events. This greatly strained the credibility of the star witness. Some 
of the tales told by Taylor were so improbable as to suggest that someone 
wrote faked menorerrla for him to read as his testirrony. Though every effort 
was made to blacken Thelwa.ll's character, all the dirty tricks the Govern-
ment could improvise failed. Thelwa.11 was acquitted of all charges on 5 
December 1794.188 
Joseph Gibbs an:l Thanas Erskine were ready to un:lertake the defense 
of the remaining prisoners when the Government decided to cease prosecution 
and set the rest of the "'lwelve Apostles" free. This action was prompted 
not only by their legal setbacks, but by the great change of popular opinion 
during the State Trials. As a result of the trials, many partisans of the 
Ministry, who had hoped the arrested radicals would get their just deserts, 
flCkJ perceived the dangerous consequences to themselves of constructive 
treason. It has been stated that if the prisoners were tried for sedi-
tious libel instead of high treason, their convictions IDuld have been se-
188veitch, op. cit., pp. 316-317. Even Thelwall's attorney's clerk 
was tampered with, and knowledge was obtained of his plan of defense. 
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cure; being sentenced to a few years and a fine was quite different than 
forfeiting a man's life for possessing un:rnpular ideas or expressing 
seditious indiscretions.189 Robert Burns, the poet and radical sympathizer, 
sLUilliled up popular feeling after the State Trials quite nicely, when he 
wrote: 
Thank God, these London trials have given us a little nore 
breath and I inagine that the time is not far distant when a man 
may freely blame Billy Pitt, without being called an enemy to 
his country.190 
But a sober warning was sol..lllded by Major John Cartwright: 
A systan of proscription and terror like that of Robespierre has 
been for so~ time growing in this country, and had these trials 
been otherwise decided than they have been, it v.culd ~fl 
completed and written in innocent and virtuous blood. 
189See F. K. Prochaska, English State Trials: A Case Study, "'The 
Journal of British Studies," (Nov. 1973), Vol. XII, No:- 1, pp. 63-69 for 
further inform:ltion on the formula of constructive treason. 
190Letters of Robert Burns, (J. de L. Ferguson) London. 1931. 
Vol. II, p. 282. ~ 
19leartwright, op. cit., p. 210. 
CHAPI'ER VI 
THE REVIVAL OF THE LONOON CORRESPONDING SOCILTI 
After the State Trials of 1794, the l.Dndon Corresponding Society 
continued to function, though less openly and on a diminished scale. Des-
pite its declining membership, the Society was still quite vigorous in 
the publishing field, for example, issuing ~ Seasonable Caution by Anthony 
Beck, the current LCS chairman on 28 November 1794. Beck urged noderation 
in seeking radical reform and warned his readers to be wary of agents 
provacateUI'S, about whose activities he gave examples. A Vindication of the 
London Correspoooing Society, appearing in early December, replied to the 
various allegations, particularly regarding their arms plot, made against 
the l.Dndon Corresponding Society during the State Trials. On 13 December 
1794, the Corresponding Society brought out the first number of a journal, 
The Politician, trough it did not prove successful and was abandoned early 
in the following year.192 
Despite its flurry of literary activity, the Society was on the 
verge of extinction. The Society for Constitutional Infonna.tion had be-
core defunct after the May 1794 arrests, though many of its members, such 
as Tooke and Cartwright, individually continued to advocate reform. The 
Friends of the People dissolved in the early months of 1794, and the 
London Corresponding Society, the only major reform society left, faced 
the same fate. The expenses of the State Trials had drained the Society's 
192Collins, op. cit., pp. 124-125 
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financial resources, while dissensions and secessions were rife in the 
winter of 1794-1795. Many of the secessions st6Illled fran a quarrel be-
tween John Bone's Division 12 and Joseph Burks' Division 16. 193 Both 
divisions had broken off to form new societies. Pone's division became 
the l.Dndon Reforming Society, strong on book clubs and education; Burks, 
along with Thanas Williams and John Baxter, established the Frien::ls of 
Liberty, noted for imitating French political clubs, opposition to landed 
property and radical, possibly anarchist, political leanings.194 
Along with political hard times, the reform cause was affected by 
an economic recession, probably the worst for England in the eighteenth 
century. A i:xx>r harvest in 1794 alrrost doubled the price of wheat and 
bread the next year. High food prices caused many of the working class to 
lose their jobs, especially in the building trades. As a result, much un-
rest was stirred up by the lower classes; a wave of food riots, seizures 
of grain fran hoarders, and price-fixing actions spread throughout England. 
Millers and corn merchants were attacked and crowds in the countryside 
stopped grain shipments to the towns and cities. Every district fought 
for their ~ fooG. supplies: for example, it was feared that Birmingham 
would sack its rural neighbor Burforct.195 
Despite the bad times,and at the very time that the Society reached 
l93Burks' division charged that many members of Division 12 were Govern-
ment spies thus precipitating the dispute. It seems possible this quarrel 
was caused by the philosophical differences between John B:me, a religious 
noderate and the nore extreme radical, Joseph Burks rather than by espionage. 
194 . 1. . 9 Wiliams, op. cit., p. 8. 
195Ibid., p. 99. See also the New Annual Register 1795, "Events of 
April 18th" for military actions taken during the food cri~ 
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its lowest ebb, the l.Dndon Corresp:m:ling Society's regeneration became 
possible. Revival began in January and Febniary 1795, as the LCS turned 
its attention to social grievances and economic h3.roships, rather than 
parliamentary reform. It was a tactic that paid off well. By the end 
of May 1795 the ranks of the LCS had swelled to over 2000 members, meeting 
in 70 divisions and its nationwide correspondence netv.ork was re-established. 
The London Corresponding Society, at the urging of its more radical leaders, 
John Binns and John Gale Jones, called for a great radical reform display 
of strength and support to be held on 29 June 1795 at St. George's Fields. 
This meeting, chaired by the young apothecary, John Gale Jones, was attend-
ed by a crowd estinated at 100,000 people. It was probably the largest 
reform meeting held up to that time. This mass meeting resulted in a new 
LCS Address to the Nation and another Address to the King. The nation was 
reassured that the Society would continue to agitate for universal suffrage 
and annual parliaments as the "natural and undoubted Rights" of the British 
people. The address to the King gave his majesty some trenchant advice on 
the dishonesty and lies of his Ministers, the i.rrm::>rality of the French war, 
and pointed out that his personal security depended only upon the happiness 
of the people.196 
The threatening temper of these addresses was only one sign of pop-
ular unrest. About two weeks later, after the meeting at St. George's Fields, 
a large crov.d. formed near Charing Cross a.rrl rampaged through l.Dndon, des-
troying Army recruiting offices in the "Crimping-house Riots." 'The nob 
was enraged at the various ways the Government employed to shanghai men 
into the Army for use in the unpopular war against Fr~e. The Goverranent 
196s. A. Maccoby, English Radicalism 1786-1832, l..on1on: N. Kay. 
1952. pp. 90-91. 
had to send several military units into London to bring the mobs under 
control and restore order. 197 
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During these times of popular unrest, new leaders began to rise in 
the l.Dndon Corresponding Society. The State Trials of 1794 had left a 
large void in tre LCS leadership, even worse than had occurred after the 
Scottish Trials sent Margaret and Gerrald to Botany Bay. SUcceeding the 
exiled LCS leaders were men such as John Ashley, who became Secretary, 
Anthony Beck, the new Treasurer, and Francis Place, who, having served as 
temporary Chairman during the surraner, became permanent Chairnan of the LCS 
in September 1795. These men, who joined the LCS only after the May 1794 
arrests, were comparative latecomers to the radical reform m::>vement and, 
with Alexander Galloway, the Assistant Secretary, ma.de up the m::xlerate f ac-
tion of the Society's leadership. Led by Place, the nodera.tes opposed 
holding large mass meetings to agitate for political reform. Place wrute, 
"! ... advised that the society should proceed as quietly and privately as 
possible," that he believed. that reform would come gradually through politi-
cal education and that inevitably the Government would see the advantages 
of popular representation. The majority of the l.Dndon Corresponding Society, 
led by John Binns, John Gale Jones and Richard lb:igson felt otherwise, 
believing that "the lbuse of CoJI1IOns would be induced to consent to radical 
reform" only through large public meetings, a view that prevailed. over the 
m::xlerates' Ini.n:>rity views.198 
197New Annual Register 1795, op. cit., "Principal Occurrences under 
July 15th. n-- --
198p1ace, op. cit., pp. 141 & 144. 
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The revival of the LCS was further augmented by the renewal of the 
food crisis. Despite the ample harvest of 1795, the rural areas of Engl.arrl 
were reluctant to give up their grain especially when it has been recently 
so scarce. This factor, along with the slow distribution of the surplus 
grain that was sold willingly, caused an extrerre dearth of food in English 
cities and stirred up new unrest among the lower classes.199 This new un-
rest, coupled with the anticipated opening of Parliamen~ caused the Society 
to hold another mass ireeting on 26 October 1795, in the fields adjoining 
Copenhagen lbuse. This meeting, chaired by John Binns, was attended by 
150,000 to 200,000 people. To enable the crow:l to hear the speeches and 
resolutions, three platforms were set up. Besides Binns, who delivered 
another Address to the Nation and the Renonstra.nce to the ~' John Thel-
wa.11, Richard I-bdgson and John Gale Jones were the other featured speakers. 
Binns' address warned that: 
once the Citizens of Br-itain •.• become careless and irrlifferent 
about the preservation of their Rights, or the choice of their 
Representatives, from that noment arbitrary power ••• is intro-
duced, and the utter extinction of in::lividual liberty, and the 
establis~nt of general despotism are inevitable and certain.200 
Binns also demanded to know why "in the midst of plenty are we thus compelled 
to starve?--Why, when we incessantly toil and labour, nrust we pine in misery 
and want? 11 201 
19~e rioting and unrest concerning the food shortage crisis pIUbably 
had temporarily abated due to the sumner produce sold in season. In the 
autumn, the lower classes' deperxience on bread v.e.s resumed, thus the grain 
shortage again caused nruch hardship. 
. ~OOAccount ~the. Pruceedings of ~Meeting of the Lorrlon Corresporrl-
~. Society, Held~~ Field~ Copenhagen 1-buse, (26 October 1795) l.Drrlon: 
Citizen Lee. p. 7. 
201Ibid., p. 9. 
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The Rem:mstrance reminded the King trat the British people expelled 
the House of Stuart for their tyranny an:i chose the poverty-stricken and 
obscure Ibuse of Hanover to be their "Chief Magistrates." Accordingly, it 
was George III's duty to listen to the grievances of his people an:i to 
dispense justice, which could only be accomplished thrQugh "rerroval of his 
present Ministers," "Reform in the Representation," and a speedy Peace. 11 202 
In addition to the Address and Rerronstrance, fifteen resolutions were passed, 
calling for basic radical reforms, anong which were peace with France, an:i 
urging the dispatch of deputies from the l.Dndon Corresponding Society to 
propagarrlize and. coordinate reform efforts thrQugrout the kingdom. Other 
resolutions voiced disapproval over the heavy war taxes and expressed oo 
confidence in the present goverrurent. All of the addresses and resolutions 
were passed by acclamation an:i loud applause.203 
Though the Parliamentary Conmittee of Secrecy of 1799 spoke of the 
Copenhagen Jbuse meeting as "so exactly resembling that which fifteen years 
ago had nearly led to the destruction of the Metropolis, 11 204 this was a 
gross distortion. L'ven the hostile Annual Register complimented the l.Dndon 
Corresporrling Society for the "proper precautions that had been previously 
taken !_'So tha.ff the multitude dispersed in the utnost quietness. 11 205 Accord-
ing to Place: 
202Ibid., pp. 11-12 
203Ibid., pp. 13-14 
204Parl. History, op. cit., Vol. XXXIV, p. 592. This staterrent com-
pares the Copenhagen Ibuse meeting with the l.Dndon JIOb in the 'days of 
Wilkes and Liberty' in 1784. 
205Annual Register 1795, op. cit., "ChrQnicle under October 26." 
M::>re order than was observed at this meeting was never observed 
at any meeting either within or without doors. I remained on 
one of the platforms after the business was concluded an:l saw 
the people disperse in the nost oroerly am quiet m:mner, in 
half an hour rot one was to be seen in any of the surrounding 
fields.206 
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The orderly meeting at Copenhagen lbuse was in great contrast with 
the conduct of the crovrls gathered along the King's route as he rode to 
open Parliament on 29 October 1795. Over 200,000 people choked the streets, 
angrily hissing and jeering at the King, screaming "No Pitt! No War! 
Peace! Peace! Br>ead ! Br>ead ! " Som~me threw a rock or a missile an:1 
broke one of the windows of the royal coach, giving rise to the Govern-
ment's charge that a bullet had been fired at the King in a plot against 
his life. As the King descended from his carriage and entered the House 
of Lords, the crovrls seized and destroyed the royal coach. After opening 
Parliament, the King got into a secret private carriage for security reasons, 
but on his way from St. James Palace to Buckingham lbuse, the nob recognized 
him. Many started to shout slogans and surrounded the coach, bringing it 
to a stop. One nan supposedly tried to open the door of the coach and seize 
the King, but the tbrse Guards came to the rescue arrl. escorted George III 
safely back to Buckingham l-buse.207 
206p1ace, op. cit., pp. 144-145. There is a good caricature by Jarnes 
Gillray, the reactionary Tory illustrator of the period, found in the W:>rks 
of James Gillra.y, New York. 1959, depicting the Copenhagen lbuse meetIDg. 
207Armua.l Register, op. cit., "Chronicle under October 29th" and Place, 
op. cit., pp. 146-147. Place, being an eyewitness, rraintained the Government 
and the press grossly distorted and exaggerated the attack on the King. He 
claims only a small number of people pursued the royal coach on its way 
from Parliament and the nan, who supposedly tried to open the coach door, 
was John Ridley, an I.CS member by chance, who had slipped on the street 
before the carriage of the King and pushed himself back to escape its 
wheels. 
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In a royal proclam3.tion of 4 November 1795, the Governrrent attributed 
the seditious temper of the mob and the attack on the King to the proceed-
ings of the Copenhagen P..ouse iooeting, held three days before, and enjoined 
magistrates to "discourage and suppress" seditions and unlawful assemblies 
and apprehend their ringleaders.208 This proclamation served as a prelimin-
ary to the introduction of the TVK> Acts. On 6 November, wrcl Grenville 
introduced, in the lbuse of wrcls a Treasonable and Seditious Practices Act, 
which stated that: 
any person /that/ ••• shall intend death to or harm the King; 
levy war ••• or use force to change measures against His Majesty; 
or ••• e~ress ••• by printing or writing or by any overt act or 
deed /to do the sarne7, shall be legally convicted upon the oaths 
of n.K> witnesses. Such person ••• shall ~ declared .•• to be a 
traitor and suffer the pa.ins of dea.th. 2 
This new law would establish the theory of constructive treason by which 
mere words, expressions or intentions could be construed as treasonable; 
the very same theory used by the Government unsuccessfully in the State 
'!'rials of 1794. The second act, the Seditious Meetings Act, was introduced 
by Prime Minister Pitt on 10 November 1795. This act stated: 
trat no meeting ••• exceeding .•• fifty shall be held for the pur-
pose ••• of considering or E_reparing any petition ..• or any other 
address to the King, or /Parliament!; or ••• deliberating upon 
any griev~e in chUI'Ch or state, Unless notice of the inten-
tion to hold such meetings ••• shall be given ••• by seven persons 
to the rnagistrates •.• All meetings held ~th::>ut previous notice 
shall be deerned ••• unlawful assemblies.21 
208For the Royal Proclamation of 4 November 1795, see Parl. History, 
op. cit., Vol. XXXII, p. 243. 
20935 Geo. III, cap. 7. 
21035 Geo. III, cap. 8. 
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This law, upon ena.ctment, would put all public meetings under heavy re-
straints and strict controls for three years. Capital punishment was 
decreed against all stiff resistance to these restraints. 
Francis Place recalled the witch-hunt atnosphere of this period: 
No adequate idea can now be formed of the actual state of the 
country ••. while the bills were pending. The affair was ma.de 
the nost of by the ministers and the exclusively loyal all over 
the country. The newspapers hurled treason ••• l.Dyal addresses 
were got up in any wa.y ••• neetings were held to support the 
ministers and to encourage them to establish if possible a 
perfect despotism ••. Threats, intimidation, persecution were 
all resorted to ••. ccmplaint was useless, redress in any way 
was :OOpeless, the wyal talked and acted as they pleased.211 
Faced with these new examples of oppression, the l.Dndon Correspond-
ing Society organized two huge protest meetings, attracting even greater 
crowds than before. The first meeting was held on 12 November 17 95, again 
at the Copenhagen lbuse fields, with over 300,000 present. The Annual 
Register reported: 
The /London Corresponding Society at this meetingl solarutl.y 
denied all intentions of raising conm::>tions, and disproved, by 
the strongest argurnents ••• the charge brought against them by the 
ministry, of being concerned in the outrages comnitted against 
the king. They framed three petitions, one to the king, the 
tw:J others to the lords and conm::>ns ••• They supplicated ••• the 
king to exert his royal aut:OOrity /against7 •.• the two bills 
and ••• requested the two houses to Interfere ••• against the 
ministerial attempt to procure their passing.212 
211Place, op. cit., pp. 147-148. 
212Armual Register 1796, op. cit., p. 40. A hostile critic of the 
radical reformers, Alderman Adams stated in Parliament that only 30,000 
people gathered on 12 November 1795 at Copenhagen House "for the purpose 
of seditious communication." His information was based on estimates 
given by a local turnpike gate-keeper. Cited from the Speeches of Richard 
Br>insley Sheridan, (anon. editor) New York: Russell and Russell. 1969. 
(1842 orig.) Vol. II, p. 527. 
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The secorrl meeting was held at Mary-le-bone Fields (now Regents Park) on 
7 December 1795. The chief speakers at this meeting were John Thelwall 
and John Gale Jones. The New Annual Register states that: 
an address to the people, and a petition to the king, were 
read and unaninously approved of, together with a number of 
resolutions. The corrluct of the nn.ll.titude was temperate 
and orderly. They signed the papers /the petitions against 
the Two Acts7 in great numbers and separated in good oroer 
with:>ut the-least tumult.213 
Joseph Farington, a gentlerran observer of this period, remarked in his 
diary concerning the Mary-le-bone Fields meeting: 
Many respectable people were in various parts of the field 
but they all appeared like myself, spectators of the proceed-
ings of the day. No tunllit took place oor any offence given 
to such as did not hold up harrls or join in the plaudit.214 
The London CoITesponding Society was not alone in fighting the Two 
Acts; according to the Annual Register: 
Meetings and consultations, both private and public were held 
everywhere ••. Never had there appeared, in the menory of the 
oldest man, so firm and decided a plurality of adversaries 
to the ministerial measures.215 
In Parliament, the Opposition, especially Richard Br:>insley Sheridan, 
the gifted playwright and orator, fiercely debated the Two Acts for over a 
m:>nth, trying to prevent this new reign of terror. Sher-idan attacked the 
213New Annual Register 1796, op. cit., "Principal Occurrences," p. 65. 
214Joseph Farington, The Farington Diary, (James Greig, editor) New 
York: George reran Co. 1923. Vol. I, p. 119. Farington gives a private 
glimpse of a LCS mass meeting; how it looked to an outsider. His description 
of the personal appearances and speaking ability of the LCS leaders is 
quite interesting. Surprisingly, John Thelwall is held in low estimation. 
215Annual Register 1796, op. cit., "History of Europe," p. 39. 
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Tr~sonable and Seditious Practices bill, declaring that 11he could not 
credit {_the bilY to be the production of a sane man; but much less of 
any man who dare to impute improper irotives to the meeting at Copenhagen 
House. 11 216 In the }buse of Lords, Lord Thurlow, an advocate of reform, 
pointed out the severity of the Seditious Meetings bill, observing that: 
By the present bill, if an assembly met for tle rrere discussion 
of public topics, continued peaceably to the number of twelve 
or irore for one hour after the proclamation was nade, conrranding 
them to disperse, they were guilty of a felony, and the nagis-
trate was ordered to put them to dea.th •.• without benefit of 
clergy. 217 
In support of the Opposition's efforts, ninety-four petitions bear-
ing 131,284 signatures (including a petition from the l.CS with over 12,000 
signatures) were presented in opposition to the Two Acts, while only sixty-
five petitions, bearing 29,922 names, were presented in support. Despite 
the formidable coalition of the London Corresponding Society, the English 
radical reform irovement, the large industrial towns, the Parliamentary 
Opposition and a large segment of popular opinion in array against the Two 
Acts, the Government renained determined.218 The Seditious Meetings Act 
was passed on 3 December 1795 by a vote of 266 to 51 arrl seven days later, 
the Goverrurent completed its rout of the radical reform irovement by steam-
rollering through the Treasonable arrl Seditious Practices Act by a vote of 
216Sheridan, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 524. 
217NewAnnual Register 1796, op. cit., "&itish arrl Foreign History," 
pp. 52-53. 
218charles Cone, The English Jacobins, New York: c. Scribner's. 
1968. p. 220. Opposition was especially strong against the Tw::> Acts in 
Birmingham, its petition contained over 8000 signatures. 
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226 to 45.219 These acts were signed into law on 18 December 1795, by 
the King, marking the beginning of the 'reign of the beast. ' The TWJ 
Acts were destined to bring about the denise of the l.Dndon Corresponding 
SJciety. 220 
219Parl. History, op. cit., Vol. XXXII, p. 470. 
220francis Place differs with many accounts on the popularity of the 
~Acts. In a letter to Thanas Harrison on 15 February 1842, Place writes: 
Inf anous as these laws were, they ~re popular measures. The 
people, ay, the mass of the shopkeepers and working people ••. 
approved them without understanding them. Such was the terror 
of the French regicides and denocrats, such the fear that 'the 
throne and al tar' would be destroyed, and that we should be 
'deprived of our holy religion.' 
Cited from Graham Wallas, Life of Francis Place, l.Dndon: G. Allen & Unwin. 
1918. p. 25. -- -
It also must be stated the l.Dndon Corresponding Society had reached 
the peak of its power at the time of its large protest meetings and agita-
tion against the TWJ Acts in the late autumn of 1795 with over 10,000 
members (an estimated 2000 were active) in 70 divisions besides drawing 
hundreds of thousands to its mass meetings. 
CHAPI'ER VII 
DECLINE AND SUPPRESSION 
After the oppressive Two Acts passed into law, the l.Dndon Correspond-
ing Society was forced to reorganize both its constitution and ~etings to 
avoid prosecution. In December 1795, the Society was divided into four dis-
tricts, no one of which was to have 100re than 45 divisions. There were to 
be district comnittees, but only one delegate fran each division could attend. 
The four district comnittees were to elect members to a General Committee, 
there being one member for every five divisions. Under this constitution, 
the district comnittees possessed no other function than to elect t~ Gen-
eral Corrmittee; accordingly many members ceased to attend their meetings. 
The overall result of the reorganization and the consequent poor atteniance 
at district meetings was that "many divisions got reports fran other dele-
gates or remained in ignorance of what was going on, these things could 
not fail to produce dissertions !_sief and to drive away sane of the best 
members. 11 221 Deputations were sent out by the General Corrrnittee to revive 
the shrinking m.unber of divisions. Francis Place recalled, "I :remember 
having to attend in this way as many as three divisions on one evening, 
having to harangue each of them on their neglect and to urge them to a 
state of greater activity. 11 222 
221Place, op. cit., p. 148. 
222Ibid., p. 148. 
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Besides the mass confusion caused by the London Corresponding 
Society's reorganization, many new petty rules were introduced as elaborate 
precautions against government spies or ideological undesirables. Order 
was to be strictly maintained and even applause was to be expressed only 
by raising the hand. :t1embers were warned: 
Persons attempting to tresspass on order, under the pretence of 
showing zeal, courage, or any other rrotive, are to be suspected. 
A noisy disposition is seldom a sign of courage, and extreme 
zeal is a cloak of treachery.223 
To erI'q)hasize this point there was inscribed over the LCS president's chair 
the rootto, "Beware of Orators." All of this strictness, pettiness and 
stifling of free expression tended to disgust even the most enthusiastic 
members of the London Corresponding Society, and membership fell down to 
about a thousand active members by February 1796.224 
The Two Acts had the sane effect on the provincial reform societies. 
According to Place: 
The consequences were the same all over the country, the 
reformers were disappointed in their expectation that no 
reform was obtained, some thought it dangerous others 
thought it was useless to meet again and the whole matter 
fell rapidly to decay.225 · 
The London Corresponding Society tackled the problem of declining nation-
wide interest and membership in the same way that it fought its own extinc-
tion: by sending out deputations on missionary tours to drum up popular 
support. As early as the Copenhagen lbuse Fields meeting of 26 October 1795, 
223see State Trials, Vol XXIV, pp. 575-583 for the constitutional 
changes and other measures taken by the LCS as a result of the Tw::> Acts. 
224w·11· · io2 1 iams, op. cit., p. . 
225Place, op. cit., p. 149. 
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the LCS had resolved to send political emissaries out into the coW1try to 
coordinate and unite national reform efforts.226 In February 1796, in wake 
of the new oppression rrade possible by the 'IWo Acts, the LCS decided to 
send John Gale Jones and John Binns on tour to encourage the fonnation of 
new popular societies and to advise reformers of the best means of opera-
ting in conformity with the Tu.D Acts. Jones travelled to Kent with the 
instructions to "state precisely" that the sole object of the Society was 
"a reform in the Commns House of Parliament." He was further instructed 
to be: 
t!:!_e examE_le of sobriety, both of conversation an:l rranners •••. 
/You are/ to invite the society to guartl against all persons 
who would introduce violent propositions or any illegal measures •••• 
You are ••• to call upon our fellow citizens to be ready to pursue 
our cannon object, if it must be to the scaffold or rather to 
the field, at the hazard of extermination; convinced that no 
temper less decided than this will suffice to regain liberty 
from a bold and usurping faction.227 
Jones' tour circuit included Rochester, Chatham, Gravesend and Maidstone. 
His tour was canpletely successful as a political propaganda mission, 
though somewhat of a failure financially in that the l.Dooon Corresponding 
Society's hopes for monetary contributions was not realized. John Binns was 
sent to Portsmouth on a similar mission in February 1796, but was recalled 
by the LCS upon the discovery that he was being watched by the Government.228 
In early March 1796, Jones and Binns were sent together to Binning-
ham to continue their missionary tour. After they had addressed several 
226AccoW1t of..·~ Meeting ••• n~ Copenhagen House, op. cit., p. 14. 
227?arl. History, op. cit., Vol. XXXIV, pp. 632-635. 
228veitch, op. cit., pp. 329-330. 
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meetings, they were apprehended on Government warrants and sent to jail. 
On 18 March 1796, the London Corresrx:mding Society sent Place to Binning-
ham to extricate the pair from their difficulty. By raising the necessary 
bail funds, Place was able to free the deputies from custody, but Jones 
and Binns were charged with using seditious expressions, and their trials 
took place a year later. On 9 April 1797, John Gale Janes was found 
guilty, though strangely enough no sentence was passed on him; John Binns 
was acquitted on 15 August 1797, some seventeen rronths after his arrest. 229 
Francis Place speculated that: 
Had the GovernJrent brought them to trial at once, there is no 
doubt both -would have been convicted, but by delaying it till 
the next year they missed their point.230 
The missionary tour to propagandize the nation proved, on the whole, to be 
a failure. Sunming up the tour, Place stated that: 
the plan to establish stronger canmunication with other parts 
of the country would have been prudent if the society had been 
large and gn::>wing, but was useless in the changed conditions. 
It happened however that we cajoled ourselves and each otter with 
delusive ~ctations which proves us to have been very silly 
people.231 
229see State Trials, op. cit., Vol. XXVI, pp. 595-652 for the trial 
of John Binns. 
230piace, op. cit., p. 150. See also Veitch, op. cit., p. 330 for 
extract of the LCS letter thanking John Binns' jurors. 
231Place, op. cit., p. 149. In fact, the only reason why Francis Place 
and John Ashley stayed in the LCS until early 1797 was to raise funds for 
Binns and Jones' defense since they felt partly responsible for the ill-
fated missionary trip. See p. 154. Besides the Place faction's efforts, John 
Thelwall went on a lecture tour through F.ast Anglia, the Midlands and the 
North of England, trying to raise funds for Jones and Binns. L\rerywhere he 
spake, he seemed to cause riots and he suffered much physical abuse. At 
Ya.mouth, 90 sailors attacked with cutlasses a crowd of artisans listening 
to ThelwalL Eventually he broke down from the strain and retired to Llys-
Wen, Wales, in July 1797. What seemed especially disheartening, was that 
much of the rroney Thelwa.11 raised, was not used to pay trial expenses but 
to keep the Lorxion Correspon:iing Society's rragazine afloat. See Williams, p. 105. 
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Arrong other problems faced by the l.Dndon Corres:p:mding Society were 
its gruwing debts, caused chiefly by expenses related to Binns and Jones' 
trials, and its declining membership down to only 500 members by June 1796. 
In an effort to increase its appeal, in July the London Corresponding 
Society decided to publish a magazine called The l-bral and Political taga-
zine of the London Corresponding Society. Place, anong others, fiercely 
opposed the project, on the gruunds that whatever the literary merit of the 
magazine, publication would only increase the Society's debt. The Place 
faction proved to be right; by the end of 1796, the debts of the LCS had 
consumed all of the weekly dues, in addition to £170 contributed for the 
defense of Binns and Jones, leaving a total deficit of £185 for the last 
tw:> quarters of the year. The dispute over the magazine grew so reated 
that Place resigned all of his offices on the Executive Comnittee and became 
only a delegate from his division.232 
The issues of the magazine and monetary policies were rot the only 
causes of friction arrong the London Corresponding Society members during 
the surraner and autumn of 1796. Along with Pl.ace, many members, particu-
larly Ashley, the Secretary, and Colonel Despard, an Irish soldier, felt 
that the rrovem:nt was falling under the influence of a sinister character, 
the wealthy rroney lend.er !_Jori:::! "Jew" King. For some time, King had been 
ma.king friends with various i.nq:>ortant reformers, especially the leaders 
of the London Corresponding Society. King oought his shoes from Hardy and 
Ashley, his hats from Richard lbdgson, his clothes from Pl.ace, and many 
other LCS members were patronized in the same manner. 11Jew" King came to 
their shops frequently and discussed politics while often inviting them 
to sumptuous dinners in his great muse on M:mchester Square. What alarmed 
232Pl.ace, op. cit., p. 151. 
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many of Place's friends was King's double talk regarding the irrminent 
thr>eat of a French invasion. He urged many reformers to arm themselves 
to help the Government repel a possible invasion, but others, especially 
many I.CS members, he urged the purchase of weapons for possible use in 
case the invasion succeeded. Place felt that "Jew" King, by having a 
number of armed men under his control, would wield a position of power 
and influence by which he might possibly try to seize control of tre Govern-
ment during a French invasion. There was also the possibility trat King 
was a Government spy, who sought through his loose talk to slip the fatal 
noose around the neck of the U:>ndon Corresporrling Society by associating 
it with a French invasion. Many I.CS members, particularly Richard Hodgson, 
felt that "Jew" King was sincere and sought only to aid the Society. The 
differences of opinion led to fierce dispute between I-bdgson, Place and their 
friends, in which much bad feeling resulted.233 
The London Corresponding Society membership declined to only 200 
members in the early months of 17 97, and it was still deeply mired in debt, 
when the Place-Ashley faction proposed a number of reforms, designed to re-
vitalize the novement. It was suggested that: 
I. That no noney beyorrl mere current expenses should on any 
account be experrled until all debts were paid. 
II. That every member should be requested to increase his 
subscription and that as many as could be Wuced to collect 
m:mey from others, should be officially authorized to do so. 234 
233Ibid., pp. 236-237. It seems that John King's nickname ("Jew") 
was derived from his swarthy appearance and from his occupation as a noney-
lender. 
234Place, op. cit., p. 153. 
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These propositions were to be facilitated by ceasing publication of tl'c 
LCS magazine, which was a losing concern, an:i by increasing the weekly 
dues from one penny to a shilling. Place maintained that the Society's 
huge debt druve away many members and prevented others from joining; he 
believed that if reforms were adopted, the LCS would again flourish. The 
majority of the Society rejected out of hand the Place faction's reforms 
an:i decided instead to hold another mass meeting, in defiance of the law, 
as the best means of attracting new members and raising the necessary 
furx:is to pay off the Society's debts. The decision for an illegal nass 
meeting completely alienated the moderate faction led by Place an::i Ashley. 
The roderates had always opposed public meetings and favored gradual reform 
through political education; the rejection of their position led Place an::i 
Ashley to resign from the General Corrmittee of Delegates in March 1797. 
After finishing the ft.ind raising for the trials of Binns and Jones, they 
~pped out of the LJ:mdon Corresponding Society completely in June 1797, a 
severe blow to the Society's strength.235 
In April and May 1797, the "Great Mutiny" of the British Navy broke 
out. The Government fostered much suspicion that the London Corresporrling 
Society was responsible for these out-breaks, to which the Society gave 
plausibility by sending its missionaries, Binns and Jones, to such naval 
towns as Portsmouth and Chath3m to speak. As Thonas Grenville, a friend 
of Fox in Parliament, wrote, "I cannot help fearing the evil is deeply 
rooted in the influence of Jacobin emissaries and the Correspon:iing Society. 11 236 
The Duke of Portland, the lbme Office Secretary, ordered Magistrate Aaron 
235Ibid., pp. 153-154. 
236James Dugan, The Great Mutiny, New York: Signet. 1967. p. 149. 
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Graham to Sheerness to investigate the collusion charge, stating that 11the 
government is well inf orned that some members of the London Corresponding 
Society, particularly !_Alexandeif Galloway and !_Anthon'if Beck have had 
intercourse with the mutineers at the Nore. 11 237 In his final report, 
issued on 24 June 1797, Graham completely exonerated the London Correspond-
ing Society, declaring that: 
we have unremittingly endeavoured to trace if there was any 
Connexion or correspondence carried on between the Mutineers 
and any private person, or any society, on shore, and •.• we think 
we may with the greatest safety pronounce that no such connexion 
or correspondence ever did exist.238 
Being cleared of the charge of helping foment the "Great Mutiny," on 
14 July 1797, the London Corresponding Society advertised that the long 
awaited public mass meeting would be held at St. Pancras Church Fields on 
31 July. Publishing this early notice in the newspapers proved to be un-
wise. It gave the magistrates plenty of time to organize the force of 
2000 constables to be present at the meeting, and an additiora.l 5000-8000 
troops near at hand. Despite public warnings against the meeting and the 
appearance of several military units, thousands of people swarmed to St. 
Pancras Fields to hear the Society's message of refonn. Sir William Adding-
ton, a magistrate, marshalled 2000 constables around the ma.in rostrum, 
infonned the LCS speakers that the meeting had been illegally convoked, and 
declared his intention of reading the Riot /\ct. Alexander Galloway asked 
Addington to point out why the meeting was illegal. Instead of answering, 
237 Ibid., p. 319. 
2381.etter of Aaron Graham to the Duke of Portland, 24 June 1797. 
Cited in Veitch, op. cit., p. 331. 
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Addington proceeded to read the Riot Act, wherefore Galloway proceeded on 
with the rusiness of the meeting. As the renonstrance and petition to the 
King was being read, Sir William Addington proclai.Iood the Riot Act had 
been read, but the vast multitude cried out, "We didn't hear it!" Adding-
ton, turned to the audience, and pronunced: 
Then my fellow citizens, we are bound to disperse in peace 
within an hour, I conjure you to depart, and believe tha.t it 
will be shortly be seen, whether lbw-street @gistrates are to 
be the interpreters of the laws of England.239 
Upon hearing this, the crowds began to retire from the grounds while Adding-
ton ordered the arrest of the 1.Dndon Corresponding Society leaders on the 
speaking rostrums. The military was ordered into the field and galloped 
about for over an oour, driving out the crowds. Arrong the LCS leaders taken 
into custody were Richard Hodgson, Robert Fergusson, Thoma.s Tuckey,240 
Alexander Galloway, Richard Barn::>w and Benjamin Binns, the brother of John 
Binns. After they were admitted to bail and released, they were drawn in 
their coaches in triumph trauugh the streets of l.Dndon by the cheering popu-
lace. 241 Even so, according to Francis Place: 
After this meeting the Society declined rapidly and by the end 
of the year was in a very low state •••• What oow remained of the 
society was its refuse, with the exception of Galloway, Hodgson, 
239New Annual Register 1797, op. cit., "Principal Occurrences under 
July 31st" pp. 120-121. 
240Place lists his name as Stuckey. 
241See t~ New Annual Register 1797, pp. 120-121; Dugan, op. cit., 
pp. 378-380 and Place, op. cit., pp. 154-155 fort~ best accounts of the 
St. Pancras Church Fields meeting. The arrested LCS leaders, surprisingly, 
due to soma legal technicality never did have to stand trial. 
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Le Ma.itre and a few others who from what they consider conscien-
tious rrotives still adhered to it.242 
Taking the places of Place and Ashley in the leadership of the Lon-
don Corresponding Society were men of radical fringe views and generally 
poor judgement. John Ibne, the new Secretary who once seceded from the LCS 
over a spying dispute, was a religious fanatic and a poor leader of men. 
He was succeeded, after a brief tenure, by Thomas Evans, described by Place 
as "ignorant, conceited and remarkably obstira.te •••• a strange creature with 
very contemptible reasoning p'.)Wers, a sort of absurd fanatic, continually 
acting on impulses and capable of the undertaking of any folly." Presiding 
over the London Corresponding Society in its last days were Benjamin Binns, 
"a m:m of much meaner understanding than his brother !_Johrif," and Thomas 
Crossfield, characterized as a "man of learning and talents, both miserably 
misplaced;" he was, as his tombstone in Hendon Church Yard describes him, 
"a drtmken ha.rum-sea.rum fellow." With such men leading the Society, it would 
not take long before it disintegrated. 243 Thus the Anti-Jacobin, a pro-
Goverrunent newspa.per founded in late 1797, in judging the remnants of the 
LCS, was not too far off in its appraisals of French ard English Jacobins: 
There is a striking difference between the French Jacobin and the 
mischievous variety .•• in this Country. The French Jacobin •.• 
keeps in view the aggrandizement of France and the depression 
of every other Kingdom. TI1e nature and ha.bits of the English 
Jacobin are totally opposite. He appears to have a rooted 
antipathy to his Native Land; but to the despotic Anarchy of 
France his love is ardent and sincere, and his exertions in 
favour of that despotic Anarchy are boundless and unceasing.244 
242p1ace, op. cit., p. 155. 
243Ibid., pp. 151-152 & p. 177. 
244The Anti-Jacobin, 19 December 1797, p. 47. 
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Proof of the impulsiveness, delisuions and folly of the last group 
of LCS leaders was their fatal association with the United Irishmen, whose 
acknowledged aim was to set up a republic in their country with French aid. 
In January 1798, the Rev. Janes O'Coigley (Quigley), a Catholic priest 
and member of the United Irishmen, came to l.Dndon on business, trough in 
reality he was on his vay to France on a secret mission for his society, 
whose delegate to tle French Directory he was. Place characterized 0' Coigley 
as a "tall, stout, good looking rran of ranarkably mild manners, kind and 
benevolent , he was supposed to be a man of property and there was therefore 
oothing rerrarkable in his being in l.Dndon. 11 245 While in 1.Drrlon, O'Coigley 
met rrany members of tre l.Drrlon Corresponding Society and some of the nore 
impulsive leaders were profourrlly impressed with the organization, militancy 
and activities of the United Irishmen. UM.er the influerx::e of O'Coigley, 
John Bone, John Binns, Benjamin Binns, Thanas Evans, Arthur 0 'Conoor an::l 
Colonel Despard organized the United Englishmen in direct imitation of the 
United Irishmen and set out collecting adherents and preparing rranifestoes. 246 
There are ~ conflicting views regaroing the nature and strength of the 
United Englishmen. John Tunbridge, an informer who gave the Government 
1IU.1ch of its information regaroing the United Englishmen, said they intended 
to rise in revolt at the sane time as an insurrection took place in Ireland, 
so as to keep back Governnent troops.247 The Government claimed, in its 
Report of Secrecy of 1799, that forty divisions of United Englishmen ~re 
245pia . 177 ce, op. cit., p. . 
246veitch, op. cit., p. 338. 
247Birley, op. cit., p. 34. 
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formed in 1.Dndon and 11most of the societies throughout England, which had 
used to correspond with the lDndonCorresponding Society, had ••. adopted 
the same plan of forming societies of United Englishmen. 11 248 Francis 
Place claimed the United Englishmen were a weak, harmless group and wrote 
in derision, that ''the formidable and terrible society of the United English-
men could not have exceeded ten including Powell !_a spif. ,, 249 
Nevertheless, since rrany of the organizers of the United Englishmen 
were also leaders in the London Corresponding Society, the accoilllts of tl~se 
tWJ groups are intertwined and entangled illltil the f ina.l demise of both. 
Even the Governrrent could oot distinguish between the tw. Though the 
1.Dndon Corresponding Society certainly had many members who had no truck 
with the United Englishmen, the confusion between the tw societies must 
be partly blamed on the LCS. On 30 January 1798, the London Corresp:mding 
Society issued an Address to the United Irislunen, declaring that "If to 
Unite in the Cause of Reform upon the Broadest Ba.sis be Treason .... We, with 
you, are Traitors. 11 250 This statement was made while an Irish rebellion 
W3.S in the making. On 2 March 1798, the Rev. O'Coigley was arrested, along 
with John Binns and Arthur O'Conoor, and held, according to the Annual 
Register: 
on suspicion of holding a treasorable correspondence with the 
French governrrent, and of having an intention to obtain passage 
from !'13.rgate to the nearest port in France .•.• a paper was fow1d 
purporting to be an Address from a Secret Comnittee in Ireland 
248Parl. History, op. cit., "Conmittee of Secrecy Report of 1799 11 
Vol. XXXIV, p. 600. 
249pia . 180 
· ce, op. cit., p. . 
250Parl. History, op. cit., Vol. XXXIV, pp. 642-645. 
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to the Executive Directory of France.251 
O'Coigley was tried for high treason and was hung in June 1798 in Maid-
stone jail. Arthur O'Connor and John Binns were acquitted; Binns claimed 
he was not fleeing England but only arranging transport for O'Coigley. 252 
The conspiracies of the United Irishmen and their English counter-
parts, along with the evidence seized from O'Coigley, seemed to pr00uce in 
the Government a fear of a new French invasion. Accordingly, 1£>rd Henry 
Dundas, the Secretary of State for War, introduced a Defense Bill on 27 
March 1798. D.m::las stated that: 
the object of the bill, is to have the power of J<n:Ming in case 
of errergency, who are ready to appear in arms in or<ler to cooper-
ate with the existing power of the country, and to enable them 
who were so inclined to be put into that situation which may be 
nost answerable to their inclina.tion.253 
The bill, acted upon inmediately, enabled the Government to encourage the 
"general arming ••• /that waif ... going on, 11 by which "people in all ranks , 
all over the country, were offering their services to the Government. 11 254 
On 5 April 1798 upon a recommendation of two divisions, the 1£>ndon Correspond-
ing Society discussed the propriety of anning itself in preparation for a 
French invasion, which they would oppose, being for the nost part loyal 
Englishmen. Many objections were made to the proposal and it was tabled 
251Annual Register 1798, op. cit., "Chronicle under March 2cd." 
252see State Trials, op. cit., Vol. XXVIII, pp. 141-254 for the trial 
of O'Coigley. 
253p 1 Hi . v xxx 1357 ~· story, op. cit., ol. III, p. • 
254Place, op. cit., p. 176. 
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until the 12 April meeting, when no decision was made. On 19 April 17 98 , 
the General Corrnd.ttee of Delegates decided that there was no real threat of 
a French invasion; it was believed to be only a scare tactic used by the 
Government to control its internal opponents. Therefore there was no need 
to arm the LCS membership or to offer their services to tre Government. 
If there were really an invasion, the delegates recommended that the LCS 
members should join their local neighborhood defense corps. Just after 
this resolution was passed, the Bow-street constables broke in, arrested all 
the members present and seized all of the books and papers in the comnittee 
room, an action which reflected the Governnent's paranoia about the supposed 
arms and secret conspiracies of the radicals. Prior to the arrest of the 
London Corresponding Society leadership, the United Englishmen were roWlded 
up, being surprised at a secret meeting place in tre cellar of Furnivall's 
Inn.255 
Though Francis Place and many of his friends had already left the 
London Corresponding Society, they continued to dissuade their old COmr'ades 
from embarking on the schemes of the United Englishmen. Since they were 
unsuccessful, it was agreed by Place and his friends to end the United 
Englishmen's activities, since this group was tainting the good names of 
the London Corresponding Society and the Reform Movement as a whole. Accoro-
ing to Place: 
I was for doing this by sending for Evans, B. Binns, and a 
foolish fellow ••• James Powell, and frankly telling them we vx:iuld 
take means to stop their proceedings by corrununicating to Mr. 
Foro, the Magistrate at the Treasury, who and what they were 
and what they intended, so that unless they at once desisted, 
they should be prevented from involving others in mischief and 
255rbid., PP· 176-177 
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disgrace, and bringing punishment upon them.256 
Unfortunately, Place's threat was oot carried out, arrl the Government went 
ahead and seized plotting United F.nglishmen and inoocent London Correspond-
ing Society leaders alike, meting out the same punishment to both regardless 
of their actions. In all, twenty-eight persons were arrested; the nost 
prominent LCS members were Thomas Evans, Colonel Despartl, John Bone, Benjamin 
Binns, Paul Le Maitre, Richard lbdgson and Alexarrler Gallowa.y.257 Instead 
of trying the prisoners, tre Government suspen::led tre Habeas Carpus Act 
again, thus keeping the prisoners in jail wi trout charges for three long 
years (1798-1801). According to Place: 
This stroke extinguished the Society, which never made any 
attempt to meet again, not even in any division~ the members 
dispersed and wholly abandoned their delegates. 58 
On 12 July 1799, over a year after the inglorious errl to its leader-
ship, the Society was officially banned by the Goverrunent by means of an Act 
for the ~ effectual Suppression of Societies established for Treasonable 
Purposes; and for better prevent~ Treasonable and Seditious Practices, 
which specifically and legally "suppressed .•• the London Corresponding 
Society.11259 
Unwin. 
256Graham W3.llas, The Life of Francis Place, l.orrlon: 
1918. p. 27. 
257r1ace, op. cit., pp. 180-181. 
258Ibid., p. 177. 
25939 George III, ca. 79. 
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CHAPI'IB VIII 
LVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 
A final analysis of the lDndon Corresponding Society must consider 
the Society's effect upon its members' later lives; its influence on the 
English Constitution; and its relationship to subsequent reform rrovements, 
culminating in the Reform Bill of 1832. 
The effects of the lDndon Corresponding Society upon its members was 
aptly described by Francis Place, who wrote that, "I never heard of any one 
nan who was ever made w:>rse in consequence of his having been a member of 
the society. 11 260 TIUs judgement seems well borne out, il1 view of the later 
lives of the Corresponding Society's leaders. Many of them were to advance 
from their lower class origins to becom= men of great wealth, intellectual 
status, social prominence, and influence. John Binns, for example, inrnigrated 
to America in 1803, settled in Philadelphia and founded the Derrocratic Press, 
which became the rrost widely read newspaper in Pennsylvania. He was involved 
in American politics and served as a Philadelphia Alderman for 46 years, 
being a strong opponent of Andrew Jackson. Binns was credited for re-naming 
Jefferson's Derrocratic-Republican Party as the Democratic Party.261 One of 
the l.Dndon Corresponding Society's greatest luminaries, Francis Place, made 
260p1ace, op. cit., p. 200. The possible exceptions to this statement 
were the fates of Gerrald and Margarot, the victims of the S::ottish Trials. 
Gerrald died shortly after arriving at Eotany Bay while Margarot survived 
his long exile in Australia and returned to Fngland, only to soon die (1814) 
in abject i::overty. 
261 . 58 Dugan, op. cit., p. 4 • 
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a rocxiest fortune in his tailoring business, retired early in 1822 an::l. 
entered Parliament. In 1824, Place and Joseph Hurne, a philosophic radical, 
headed a Select Comnittee which influenced Parliament to repeal the Combina.-
tion Acts of 1800, which suppressed trade unionism. Place, aided by John 
Thelwall, founded the National Political Union among the London artisans 
in 1828, branches of which spread to rrost ffi3.jor English cities. The National 
Political Union became the m:ist influential national society pressing for 
Parliamentary reform, culminating in the Reform Bill of 1832. In the Reform 
Bill struggle, Place was responsible for issuing the economic threat which 
caused the Duke of Wellington to resign as Prime Minister, therefore paving 
the way for the Reform Bill's passage.262 He further had a hand in found-
ing the Chartist rrovement, when in August 1838 the Loooon \\brking Men's 
Association, in consultation with Place and several Radical MP's, drew up 
the basic docLUI1ent called the Charter, detailing workers' rights. 263 John 
Thelwall, established a clinic to cure speech impediments; he had so much 
success with incurables that he became quite wealthy. He used this wealth 
to establish his own radical newspaper The Champion an::l. to further the 
cause of Parliamentary reform. 264 Other LCS leaders such as Alexander 
Galloway, who became the largest engineering employer in 1.orrlon, and John 
Gale Jones, the nationally ]<n)wn radical agitator, continued to speak and 
262Place's role in causing the public to make a "run on the banks" 
to withdraw their gold to bring down the Government will be discussed later 
in the chapter. 
263Asa Briggs, The Making of Modern England, New York: Harper and 
Row. 1965. p. 252 and p. 304. 
264E. Tangye Lean, The Napoleonists, London: Oxford Univ. Press. 
1970. p. 255. 
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campaign for Parliamentary reform.265 
Though there were many mJre success stories aJIDng the later lives 
of the London Corresponding Society leaders, the Society's effect on its 
average, obscure roornbers is harder to ascertain. A general description of 
the later condition of the ordinary London Corresponding Society membership 
was given by Francis Place, in a description of the anniversary celebration 
of the acquittal of Thanas Hardy, held at the Crown and Anchor Tavern in 
London on 5 November 1822: 
at the dinner about~ hundred persons were present ••• I was 
recognized by no less th:m twenty four persons who had been 
delegates ••. and members of the General Corrnnittee ••• when I was 
chairman. I had not seen rrore than one or ~ of them for upwards 
of twenty years .•• of these twenty four men, twenty at least were 
Journeymen or shopmen ••. when they were delegates ••. they were now 
all in business all flourishing men. Some of them were rich .••. 
That so many persons from am:>ng the delegates alone should be 
still alive, in good health and circumstances .•• is very extra-
ordinary .••• But if twenty four such men were found in one room 
at one time, how many mre such men must there be in the whole 
country.266 
The best explanation why the London Corresporrling Society had such a posi-
tive, uplifting influence on its members' later careers is also discussed 
by Francis Place, who felt that: 
The rroral effects of the Society were considerable. It induced 
men to read l:xx:>ks, instead of wasting time in public houses, it 
taught them to respect themselves, and to desire to educate their 
children. It elevated them in their own opinions •••• The discussions 
in the divisions, in the sunday evenings readings, an:i in the 
small debating meetings, opened to them views which they had 
never before taken. They were compelled by these discussions to 
find .reasons for their opinions and to tolerate others. It gave 
a new stimulus to a great number of men who had been ••• 
265Dugan, op. cit., p. 458. 
266p1ace, op. cit., p. 199. 
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incapable of any but the grossest pursuits and seeking nothing 
beyond mere sensual enjoyments. It elevated them in society.267 
In final analysis, Place firmly believed the l.mrlon Corresponding Society 
did IIOre than improve its members; it was, Place held, largely responsible 
for improvement of the lot of the English lower classes as a whole. He 
wrote, 11 I may I am sure safely affirm that the London Corresponding Society 
was a great noral cause of the :i.mproverrent which has since taken place 
anong the People. 11 268 
Related to the London Corresponding Society's effects on society was 
its effect on the English Constitution. As previously described, the Scot-
tish Trials and the State Trials of 1794 made the London Corresponding 
Society feel the brunt of the negative aspects of English law. ~ Scottish 
Trials, in a sense, did not really reflect any questionable points of the 
law itself, for the jury was packed with Government placemen and the verdict 
was determined before the trials ever began. The State Trials of 1794, 
began on a different note. Though the Government secured the suspension of 
Habeas Corpus and held twelve prisoners for six long nonths withJut specific 
charges, it proceeded. to operate within constitutional means by allowing 
the jury to be selected freely, while ooping the body ~uld be swept away 
by the popular hysteria against Jacobinism to convict the radical reforners 
of High Treason. This proved to be a fatal mistake for the Goverrunent could 
not prove that any overt act of treason was cornmi tted. The Governrrent , 
therefore, had to resort to the theory of Constructive Treason, which 
established that thought, speech, or writing could be construed as treason-
267Ibid., p. 198. 
268Ibid. , p. 200. 
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able. This was rejected. by the jury since it was an attempt to alter the 
existing law defining treason. It has been stated that the Government 
could have convicted al.rrost all of the prisoners for sedition and sentenced 
them to long prison terms, since rrany of their stateJIEnts were, by defini-
tion, rash, inflarrmable, libellous and unpatriotic, at least so far as 
popular feelings of England at the time were concerned.. Instead the 
Ministry wanted to destroy the radical reform irovement by executing its 
leader>s, which could only be done through a conviction for High Treason. 
It was only through the Herculean efforts of tre brilliant defense attorney, 
Thomas Er:>skine, that the London Corresponding Society and its radical 
allies: 
re-inscribed upon the Constitution of England the obliterated 
principle, that Englishmen may freely speak and publish their 
opinions concerning the Government of their country without 
being guilty of treason--a principle, under whose protecting 
shield they now utter their complaints, their denunciations 
even, in the very ear of Majesty itself .269 
This was to be the last victory for English civil liber>ties for over 
thirty years. The Two Acts of 1795 and a whole trail of acts of repression 
which followed., largely undid or overshadowed the results of the 1794 State 
Trials, but the legal truth established at the trials still renain a part 
of the English Constitution until the present day. 
Many members of the l.ondon Corresponding Society, despite tre 
Governrrent's continual attacks upon civil liber>ties, never gave up the 
struggle for Parliamentary reform. Men like Alexander Galloway, John Gale 
Jones, Thanas Hardy, Jolm Thelwall a.00 especially Francis Place, provided 
a direct tie to the Reform Bill of 1832. During the long, lonely period of 
269Henry B. Stanton, Sketches of Reforms and Reformers, New York: 
John Wiley. 1949. p. 40. 
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the Napoleonic Wars, these men, aided by other old reformers, such as 
Major John Cartwright and John Horne Tooke and by many new and younger men, 
such as William Cobbett and Joseph Hume, continued to seek reform.270 The 
death of William Pitt in 1806 and the end of the Wars in 1815 renoved two 
major obstacles to the reformers; now they could proceed without the 
opposition of a great national leader or being tagged as Jacobins and 
English traitors. Public opinion by 1832 had swung heavily to the side of 
Parliamentary reform and a Reform Bill was passed in the House of Cornrrons. 
Francis Place was one of the principle managers of the bill, which abolished 
56 pocket boroughts, reduced other bogus constituencies to one member, and 
gave seats to cities and counties not previously represented at all in 
Parliament. It also gave the franchise to all male leaseholders and 
tenants. Passage of the Reform Bill having been stubbornly blocked by the 
Duke of Wellington, the Prime Minister, Francis Place initiated a national 
run on banks with the slogan, "To stop the Duke, go for gold." Wellington 
was forced to resign and was unable to form a new Goverrurent. Though 
Wellington again tried to stop the bill in the House of Lords, public furor 
grew so heated that he and over a hundred peers abstained from voting on 
the neasure, allowing it to pass into law.271 
By 1832 the London Corresponding Society had been extinct fur 35 
years, but its principles of Parliamentary reform were oot. The same prin-
ciples were nurtured and kept alive by its old members, and when the idea 
270see Briggs, op. cit., p. 252 for Place an::i Thelwall's role in 
founding the National Political Union, the leading reform society and 
major force behind the Reform Bill of 1832. 
271A good concise account of the Reform Bill of 1832 controversy 
may be found in Briggs, pp. 251-268. 
came into its own, backed finally by the vast majority of the nation, 
the dreams of the l.Dndon Corresponding Society became a reality. 
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APPENDIX A 
ACCOUNI' OF THE BIRfH OF THC WNOON CORRESPONDING OOCIEI'Y, TAKEN FROM AN 
INTRODUCTORY LEITIB TO A FRIEND, BY THOMAS HARDY.272 
The first meeting of the Society took place on the evening of the 
25th January 17 9 2 , at the Sign of the Bell, Exeter Street, Strand. Eight 
persons signed the articles, then I gave each a ticket on which was written 
the name of the Society, with the number, 1, 2, 3, etc., and the roomber's 
name written on the back. The next thing these eight persons considered 
was to appoint from among thanselves, sane trusty servants to corrluct the 
business of that frierrlly and well-meaning canpany. They appointed me 
treasurer and secretary. There they stumbled at the threshold. Tw::> very 
irrqx>rtant off ices filled by one person. The anount of cash in the treasur-
er's hand the first meeting was eightpence. Although we were at first but 
few in number, and humble in situation, and circumstances, yet we wished to 
consider how to remedy the mrny defects, and abuses which had crept into 
the administration of our Government. And in prosecuting our inquiries 
we soon discovered, that gross ignorance, and prejudice in the bulk of the 
nation, was the greatest obstacle to the obtaining {off redress. Therefore 
our honest aim was to have a well regulated, and orderly society formed, 
for the express purpose of dispelling that ignorance, and prejudice, 
as far as possible, and to instil into their minds in a legal and constitu-
tional way by means of the press, sense of their rights as freemen, and 
of their duty to themselves and their posterity, as good citizens, and 
272Birley, op. cit., Appendix III, p. 51. This letter was written 
in 1799 and read to the Campany present at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, 
l.Drrlon, on 5 November 1824. 
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hereditary guardians of the liberties transmitted to them by their fore-
fathers. On the M:mday following which was the first of February there 
were eight rrore added to the number, and increased the funds of the 
Society to two schillings. The third meeting, nine rrore were added, which 
increased the number to twenty-five, and the sum in the treasury to four 
shillings and one penny. A mighty sum! They increased in numbers, in 
kn:>wledge, and in information every week. And on the 2nd April 1792, the 
first Address and Resolutions were printed, in which these principles, and 
design were clearly stated to the public, and published in the newspapers. 
And new societies starting up in various parts of the country publishing 
Addresses and Resolutions declarative of their principles. 
APPENDIX B 
THE I..DNDON CORRESPONDING SOCIETY'S DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES (MARCH 1793).273 
1st. That all men are by nature free, equal and indeperx.ient of 
each other. 
2nd. That to enjoy all the advantages of civil society, individuals 
need not relinquish any rrore of their natural independence than is necessary 
to preserve the weak against the oppressions of the strong, and to enable 
the whole body to act with union and concert for the procuration of tre 
general good and the resistance of connon enemies. 
3rd. That all Government, abstractedly considered, being in itself 
an evil and no farther to be approved in practice, than as it may tend to 
prevent other evils of a rrore serious nature, the experiment in every 
country ought to be, not how much the people will bear, but with how little 
273Ibid., Appendix I, p. 49. 
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the grand object of general happiness can be secured. 
4th. That all public burthens (whether of taxation or personal 
service) ought to be impartially levied upon the whole oody of the people, 
according to the capability of the respective individuals; witoout the 
exclusive protection of particular privileges on the one hand, or the inter-
ference (as in the case of impressing sea-men and soldiers) exercised 
against a particular class, on the other. 
5th That every additional burthen or assessment being an abridge-
ment of the enjoyments of the people and inevitably producing of IlU.lch 
calamity to a great majority; no such burthen or assessment ought to be 
laid for any purposes of ambition and aggrandiz~nt (from which a few 
individuals can only receive any benefit); but for such objects of necessity 
along, as may tend to secure the peace, prosperity, and happiness of the whole. 
6th. That the civil rights of any individual are: 
1st. Equality of protection for his liberty, life, arrl 
property and the means of obtaining the redress of 
injuries. 
2nd. Equality in the exercise and enjoyment of such l:x:xiily 
and mental faculties as nature may have conferred upon 
him. 
3rd. Equa.li ty of encouragement for the exercise of his 
talents, and consequently the free enjoyment of the 
advantages obtained. 
4th. Freedom to publish his opinion and to exercise his 
religious worship without nolestation, restriction, or 
civil impediment. 
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5th. and lastly, the unrestrained exercise of his own 
private judgenent in every action that does mt trespass 
upon the equal rights of his fellow Citizens. 
7th. 'That the best methods of securing these rights yet invented by 
the ingenuity of men appears to be: 
1st. By giving an equality of voice to every member of the 
corranunity who is of adult years and mt incapacitated. 
by crimes or insanity, in the choice of representatives 
delegated to make laws and watch over the public 
happiness and security; and 
2nd. By rendering every officer and rragistrate, entrusted. 
with any power or authority, responsible to the great 
body of the people, for the faithful discharge of th: 
trusts delegated for the public advantage. 
The total departure from the principles of equality in the election 
of the legislative l:xxly, corrm:mly called the Commns' s ~buse of Parliament, 
appears to this Society the chief cause why the people of Britain are 
deprived of the foregoing principles, and it is therefore that we have 
associated, and that we may better correct arrl strengthen each other's 
opinions on the subject of liberty, and eventually abash the tools of 
corrupt influence and lawless power: effects which are mt to be expected 
from the vague and desultory exertions of individual opinions. 
